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Top photo: Spring has
arrived at the CPN
Administration building
near Shawnee, Oklahoma.

Accounting department earns ‘Achievement
for Excellence’ 30 years in a row

A LOOK INSIDE

The Citizen Potawatomi Nation
Accounting Department’s hallway
is lined with plaques and framed
certificates earned under the direction
of Chief Financial Officer Susan Blair.
She began displaying the accolades
in celebration of the department’s
accomplishments over the years.
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Walking on

The Nation won the Government
Finance Officers Association’s Certificate
of Achievement for Excellence in
Financial Reporting in 2018, earning
the award three decades straight. Tribal
Chairman John “Rocky” Barrett
regularly cites it in discussions about
the Nation’s financial management.
“I know that he is extremely proud of
the fact that we’ve won it for 30 years
in a row,” Blair said. “If he’s got visitors
in the building, he likes to bring them
down the hall and show them the wall.”
According to the GFOA website, the
report submitted for consideration should
show the organization goes “beyond
the minimum requirements of generally
accepted accounting principles” with a
“spirit of transparency and full disclosure.”
Throughout the year, the accounting
department strives to prepare a flawless
summary of the Nation’s finances.

Citizen Potawatomi Nation CFO Susan Blair (left) and Assistant Director of Finance
Mary Chisholm compose Tribal accounting reports revered for winning awards.
Chisholm and Blair enjoy picking
out the report’s cover the most. The
past few years included monarch
butterflies, the FireLake Fireflight
Balloon Festival and the FireLake water
tower. The book for Fiscal Year 2018
will highlight the CPN Community
Garden, Gtegemen (We grow it).

“It’s exciting because we are one of the few “We always try and pick something new
… tribal entities that prepare a CAFR
that’s going on with the Tribe,” Blair said.
and that submits and gets the award,”
The department spends a tremendous
said Assistant Director of Finance Mary
amount of time and effort to win the
Chisholm. She was recently promoted
award, but Chisholm believes it is
to the position and has worked for
worth it — especially after 30 years.
CPN for 12 years. In Oklahoma,
only the municipalities of Stillwater,
“It’s a sense of accomplishment … and
Tulsa, Oklahoma City and Edmond
you want to make it as perfect as you
claim more recognition than CPN.
can. I mean, there’s going to be the
little things,” she said. “But when
Putting it together
you get that certificate, then you
To meet the award deadline, the
know you did the best you could.”
accounting department often submits
Beyond the award
the book filled with tables outlining
yearly profits from Tribal enterprises,
CPN sends the CAFR as an overview
explanations of changes, and projects
to banks and other financial
for the next fiscal period at the same
institutions while conducting loan
time auditors approve the Tribe’s final
negotiations. A copy of the certificate
fiscal year statements. The time crunch
from the most recent award also
is stressful, and the cycle never ends.
accompanies grant applications. The
report
and award highlight the
“It’s almost immediate that you start
Nation’s
economic legitimacy.
on the next year, whether it be just
cleaning up the file and getting
“It’s called a comprehensive annual
it ready or inputting data that’s
financial report for a reason because
already available,” Chisholm said.
you can really know about the Tribe if
you read this,” Chisholm said. A CAFR
They also attempt to complete the
CAFR’s checklist provided by the GFOA. provides a snapshot of the governmental
entity’s history, current financial
“We pool a lot of information from
standings and future projections.
outside of the accounting department,”
The department considers the book while
she said. “There’s an entire section
doing their day-to-day tasks. Thinking
of statistics that come from the
about the larger, long-term goal drives
programs,” including Indian Child
them to keep smaller adjustments sharp
Welfare, Workforce Development
& Social Services and more.
and natural. Working ahead also makes

implementing new financial standards
easier and helps the Tribe comply sooner.
Beginning with the 2007 fiscal year
report, the Tribe produced the CAFR
itself. Blair has been with CPN for 30
years — the same number of Certificate
of Achievements the Nation has won.
“I have to be on top of making sure all
the information is correct. So, it’s pretty
exciting to do it 30 years in a row,” she
said. “I never thought we’d do that.”
Bringing it in-house allowed for more
control over content. Tribal employees
more effectively explain the changes
and happenings. It also cut costs
and made improvements easier.
“When they send it back and they say,
‘You’ve won the award,’ they will also send
a letter that says, ‘Here are the things,
the comments, that we think you need
to make improvements on,’” Blair said.
“And our comments are getting
fewer and fewer. … They have to
find something,” she laughed.
“The wall” is now out of space; the last
few years of certificates and plaques are
in Blair’s office awaiting display. She
is retiring soon with a perfect record.
“We have been so fortunate to have
an administration that allowed us to
have the most up-to-date software,
hiring the best people we could
find, and just getting us what we
needed to do our job,” Blair said.
“I feel confident when I retire that it
will just continue to go on because
we have a great staff here in the
accounting department. They don’t
need me to put it together.”
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Turning left while stepping outside the
Jesses’ front door means looking directly
at the J Bar Arena. Tribal member
Michelle Jesse and her family opened
the permanent structure complete with
cattle, a concession stand and room
for trailers in Konawa, Oklahoma, in
2014. The DeLonais family descendants
decided the arena’s location rested
most conveniently right at home.
Their experience hosting events began
as a single, annual memorial event
for friends and family and quickly
turned into owning a gathering place
with sought-out contests. Operating
an arena and owning cattle requires a
significant amount of extra effort in
addition to their regular employment.
Michelle is a commissioned officer
with the United States Public Health
Service working for Indian Health
Service. Her husband, Todd, is a welder,
horse trainer and Muscogee Creek
Nation tribal member. His history
riding bulls and participating in rodeo
competitions began decades ago.
Building the arena

In 2006, the Jesses began holding events
on Todd’s father’s property, Seminole
Nation of Oklahoma tribal member
Dale Jesse. After he sold it in 2009, they
continued what they started and moved
the site to their acreage. They set up
a temporary pen, and it evolved into
a permanent location about five years
later. While planning the construction,
Michelle and Todd considered the type
of environment they wanted to create
and amenities they wanted to offer.

Owned by Tribal member Michelle Jesse and her husband Todd, the J Bar Arena hosts various roping events and special competitions.
to the same place and compete
and feel comfortable.”
They decided to include concessions
after Michelle remembered being at
roping events with Todd and hungry,
little children with no food available.
“You’re like, ‘Oh my gosh, it’s not easy to
unhook a trailer and run to town.’ So,
you had to be prepared,” Michelle said.
In 2016, highway construction near their
land forced them to move the entire
arena over 28 feet, making it the third
construction project on their property.
They contemplated not rebuilding
but concluded it would be worth it.

“We just thought about what we liked
about roping events we had been to
in the past … and tried to create that
“No words can describe how it feels to
atmosphere for ropers and their families
because it is a family sport,” Michelle said. watch your kids do what they love,”
they both said. “Having the arena
at the house has allowed us to watch
“You just want to give them the
Colten (their son) rope and train his
opportunity to be able to all go
own horses and watch
Jaden (their daughter)
train her barrel horse as
well as learn to rope.”
All in the family

Jaden began participating
in barrel racing at junior
rodeos when she was 5
and training her own
barrel horse when she
was 14. She started
competing again in barrel
racing at 15, quickly
winning a barrel-racing
buckle. Colten is a
21-year-old professional
bull rider on tour with
the PBR. He learned
the sport from Todd
and began riding sheep
when he was 4 years old.
“Having an arena at
the house was a total
blessing,” Colten said.
“Team roping, riding
horses and bulls all just
ties in together. It’s a part
of the cowboy lifestyle,
and I’m fortunate enough
to live it every day.”
Jaden Jesse helps run her family’s arena concession stand
and practices barrel racing outside her front door.

Saying rodeo
competitions run in
the family is a bit of

an understatement. Michelle gives
her family her undivided support.
“I ride occasionally but not very
often. I’m just a really good
cheerleader,” she said and laughed.
Each of the Jesses hold some
responsibility in running the arena.
Michelle enters all the contestants into
their computer registration system,
and her mom, CPN tribal member
Kathy Lowry, helps in the entry office.
Michelle announces the events over the
intercom. However, Michelle dislikes
the attention the microphone brings.
“I get really nervous. … I’ve just been
to enough ropings that I know that
if you announce them loud enough
over the intercom and kind of pay
attention to the flagger, then you can
run a roping pretty quick,” she said.
Todd serves as a field judge, or flagger,
during the events and cares for the
cattle, and his father helps. Jaden
runs the concession stand. Other
friends offer to play a part in running
competitions as well, which turns
them into a community effort.

To see a smile on
somebody’s face
and know that you did
something to help them
through a tough time
is gratifying.
Michelle Jesse
Variety of events

In 2006, Todd’s brother-in-law and best
friend was killed in a car accident on
his way home just half of a mile from
the current arena location. The Jesses
decided to honor him by hosting the
Marty Wilson Memorial Roping. In
2011, Michelle’s dad — Pottawatomie
County Sherriff Deputy Tim Lowry
— was killed in a car accident on his
way to serve a felony warrant, and they
decided to add his name to the event.

2018 marked the 13th anniversary of the
Marty Wilson & Tim Lowry Memorial
Roping, and it is still their biggest event
every year. The memorial roping fills
an entire weekend, including a dinner
for the ropers and their families, a live
band and fellowship. Many of the
ropers bring their trailers and stay the
night, making it an annual tradition.
Three years ago, they decided to
expand their schedule and hold both
jackpot and regular team ropings after
encouragement from competitors.
“We went ahead and started trying to
do it on a more routine basis because
we were getting so many people that
were like, ‘You guys put on such good
events, why don’t y’all start having
a regular jackpot?’” Michelle said.
Since then, The J Bar Arena’s popularity
soared. They have held events where they
fed more than 150 people and registered
over 200 teams. One year, they welcomed
contestants for over 30 individual ropings
— that is one about every 12 days.
“I’d say (there are) 20 or 30 ropers
that just live in a pretty close
proximity that just continuously
ask, ‘When are you all going to have
another one?’” Michelle said.
The special events are still the family’s
favorites. Besides the memorial, they have
sponsored a benefit roping for the Maud
Round-up Club and celebrated Colten’s
birthday with the annual Bullriders
Only Roping. They also sponsored a
roping fundraiser for a young Native
bull rider hurt during competition.
“Those are the ones that we enjoy the
most, the events that at the end of the
day, we’re able to help someone in
need. Anyone that knows us, knows
we’re very giving people … and Todd
and I both agree — to see a smile on
somebody’s face and know that you
did something to help them through a
tough time is gratifying,” Michelle said.
The arena plans to focus on special
events in 2019, likely opening sometime
in the spring and running into the
fall. Find out more about J Bar Arena
by visiting cpn.news/JBarFB.
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National Native HIV/AIDS Awareness Day observed in March
By Lenzy Krehbiel-Burton
One test at a time.
One diagnosis at a time.
With an estimated 26 percent of HIVpositive Native Americans and Alaska
Natives unaware of their status, the first
day of spring, March 20 in 2019, has
been observed as National Native HIV/
AIDS Awareness Day since 2007.
According to data compiled by the
U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services Office of Minority
Health, American Indian and Alaska
Native women are three times more
likely to receive an AIDS diagnoses
than their Caucasian counterparts.
As of 2016, the most recent year
for which data is available, Native
Americans accounted for 8.1 percent
of Oklahoma’s new HIV diagnoses
and 5.3 percent of new AIDS cases.

Toahty. “And that’s the problem, as
a lot of them tend to test late.”
Worldwide, an estimated 36.7 million
people are currently living with HIV
or AIDS, with more than 2.1 million
new cases diagnosed each year. As
per the most recent data released by
the Centers for Disease Control, an
estimated 1.1 million Americans are
living with HIV, with 15 percent
of the cases still undiagnosed.
Although the number of undiagnosed
HIV cases is down across the board, the
infection rate among American Indians
and Alaska Natives may be underreported
due to racial misidentification.
Since its official designation as the cause of
AIDS in 1984, the virus has killed more
than 35 million people, with an estimated
1 million direct casualties annually.

With an average gap time of 3.5 years
between contracting the disease and
receiving a diagnosis, Native Americans
also account for 7.3 percent of
Oklahoma’s HIV/AIDS-related deaths.

An HIV infection occurs when infected
blood or bodily fluids containing
infected blood cells enter the body.
Infection cannot occur through normal
or casual contact, such as hugging,
kissing, dancing or shaking hands
with someone who has HIV or AIDS.
Additionally, HIV cannot be spread
through insect bites, air or water.

That gap provides extra time for HIV to
destroy a person’s immune system and
increases the risk of developing AIDS.

Nine out of 10 HIV infection
transmissions occur by people who
are not diagnosed or in care.

“We’ve found with our patients, by the
time we get them, it’s often already
a full-blown AIDS diagnosis,” said
Oklahoma City Indian Clinic Public
Health Prevention Specialist Lisa

In order to lower the infection rate,
HIV testing is available at both Citizen
Potawatomi Nation clinics for Tribal
citizens, employees and enrolled
members of federally recognized

HIV/AIDS testing assists in the efforts to decrease infection rates across Indian Country.
tribes who reside within the Nation’s
jurisdiction. It is also available for
free through the Pottawatomie
County Health Department.
For more than five years, the Oklahoma
City Indian Clinic has offered universal
HIV/AIDS testing for patients
ages 13-64, making it part of the
facility’s standard panel in an effort
to normalize its prevention efforts.
The Oklahoma City Metropolitan
Statistical Area, which includes seven
counties and over one-third of the state’s
residents, accounted for more than half of
Oklahoma’s new HIV diagnoses in 2016.
American Indians and Alaska Natives

had the second highest diagnosis rate
in the Oklahoma City area, with 15.3
new cases for every 100,000 residents.
Even with the clinic’s efforts to
remove the stigma from testing,
there is still concern that the
diagnosis data could be deceiving.
“People think it’s not that big a number,
but when you look at the population as
a whole, that’s a lot of people for a small
population,” Toahty said. “And that’s just
the people who have been tested. We don’t
know who has and hasn’t been tested.”
Find more information about
CPN’s clinics at potawatomi.
org/services/health.

Potawatomi join amicus brief supporting ICWA
“When the Indian Child Welfare Act was
passed by Congress and enacted 40 years
ago, it rightly affirmed tribal sovereignty
and sought to preserve a unique and
special heritage for Native children and
keep families together,” Congressman
Cole said. “It is very concerning that the
constitutionality of this important law
is being questioned in the courts. As a
member of the Chickasaw Nation of
Oklahoma, I am proud to be a part of
this effort to protect the constitutional
obligation our nation has to tribes.
That trust must not be broken.”

Citizen Potawatomi Nation joined
a Native American Rights Fund
amicus brief in support of the
Indian Child Welfare Act.
In October 2018, a federal judge in Texas
struck down the 40-year-old law after a
non-Native couple, backed by the state’s
attorney general, sued for the right to
adopt a Native American foster child.
Along with Texas, Louisiana and
Indiana argue the law unconstitutionally
discriminates on the basis of race and
infringes on their right as states to oversee
child welfare in their jurisdictions. Other
opponents, like the right-wing Goldwater
Institute, have long sought to overturn the
law despite the fact late Arizona Senator
Barry Goldwater signed ICWA in 1978.
Prior to its passage, Native American
children were taken from their families
at higher rates than other groups.
According to the National Indian Child
Welfare Association, approximately 25
to 35 percent of all Native children
were removed by state child welfare and
private adoption agencies at the time
ICWA became law. Of those removed,
85 percent received placement outside of
their families and communities, despite
the availability of fit and willing relatives.
A higher court will hear the
case as over 325 tribes, 57 tribal

At Citizen Potawatomi Nation, ICW
Director Janet Draper has spent more
than two decades ensuring the law’s
provisions are enforced by state and
local entities in the best interest of
children with Tribal descendancy.
ICWA provides an opportunity for the Nation to assist CPN children across the United States.

organizations, 30 child welfare
organizations and many legal scholars
from across the U.S. join amicus
briefs to protect the law, including
the NARF brief that CPN signed.
Despite the three states working together,
allies of Indian Country from across
the political spectrum are voicing their
support for the long-standing statute.
Twenty-one state attorneys general and

a bipartisan group of Congress members
from around the country filed an amicus
briefs in the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the 5th Circuit in support of the law's
constitutionality. Signatures include
U.S. Senators Tom Udall (D-N.M.)
and Lisa Murkowski (R-Alaska) along
with U.S. Representatives Karen Bass
(D-Calif.), Don Bacon (R-Neb.), Betty
McCollum (D-Minn.), Tom Cole
(R-Okla.) and Don Young (R-Alaska).

“ICWA is vital to our mission of
protecting Citizen Potawatomi children
across the country. Being able to keep
Potawatomi children with members and
family who understand their culture
and background, it is important to
their well-being,” said Draper. “We
don’t want to return to the dark days
of having state and local entities
break up families and remove Native
American children from their culture.”
The 5th Circuit Court issued a
stay until it rules on the case.
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Tribal candidate Q&As: March 2019
In addition to the annual Tribal budget,
Citizen Potawatomi voters will cast
ballots for three competitive races for
Oklahoma’s at-large legislative seats
this June. The Hownikan asked the
candidates about their backgrounds and
reasons for running for Tribal office.

District 10 — David
Barrett (incumbent)

and developed a sense of belonging.
“Being a Tribal member is like having
a very, very, gigantic family. We only
When I was young, my relatives would
started recognizing each other — our
tell me stories of our people, they
community, our families, and our
instilled the importance of family
heritage — in the last 40 or 50 years. We in me. When we would attend the
started coalescing around our history and yearly reunion in Shawnee, Oklahoma,
building prudent investments toward
and see other members, I always
our future — looking down the road and felt an underlying bond to them.”
bringing everyone together to protect the
Why, specifically, are you running
benefits for future generations. This has
for the CPN Legislature?
impacted me in that I feel that I’ve had a
small part in keeping the Nation strong.” “I decided to run for CPN legislator
because I am at a point in my life
Why, specifically, are you running
where
I am able to give back. The Tribal
for the CPN Legislature?
scholarship program assisted me through
“I’m running for CPN Legislature because college, and I would like to take what
I have the training and experience from
I have learned and repay them through
working in major corporations for over
service. I want the great Citizen Band
30 years, on the Nation’s bank board, on
Potawatomi Nation to succeed in its
the CPN Grievance Committee, and
endeavors, and if its members deem me
in the legislature for 11 years. I have no
worthy, be a part of helping it grow.”
doubt that I can render decisions based
on management by objectives, coupled
with my knowledge of internal auditing
from working with Arthur Anderson
& Co. Thus, I can be confident of
being impartial and getting all the facts
available to render a good decision.”

Where are you from?

“I’m an Oklahoma boy born in
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. I grew up
in Pottawatomie County all my life,
mainly west of Tecumseh, Oklahoma.
Except for the period of time I was in the
U.S. Navy in San Diego, California, on
board the U.S.S. Durham, I have lived
in the Bethel Acres area for 46 years.

District 11 — Lisa Kraft (incumbent)
Where are you from?

What Potawatomi
family are you from?

Tell us where you graduated
high school from, college and/or
other educational achievements.

What do you do for a living?

“I have been writing grants since college
at OU. In fact, I wrote my first large
request for a museum exhibition
for the University and then-State
Archaeologist, Dr. Don Wyckoff to
exhibit a 60,000 bison kill site in
Freedom, Oklahoma. After becoming a
mother, I managed grant submissions
for Oklahoma State University (A&S).
“Twenty-five years later, I continue to
write federal grants, but for struggling
Oklahoma Indian tribes, to build
their visions and provide services.”
How has being a Tribal
member impacted your life?

“I would not have been able to afford
college without the help of our Tribal
scholarship program. I grew up in a
single-parent household with my mother
and sister. The Tribe has empowered
me through education. My work
with other Tribal leaders and Tribal
members throughout Oklahoma has
enriched my life beyond words. I can
honestly say that my work is very
meaningful to me. I am always thinking
Potawatomi and how to advance us.”
Why, specifically, are you running
for the CPN Legislature?

“Growing up, I knew I was Potawatomi,
but I went to high school at Tecumseh,
and many of us Potawatomi didn’t
know about one another.”

“My great-great-grandmother was a fullblooded Potawatomi named Marguerite
Yudian, Indian name Mnitoqua (Spirit
Woman), who married Leon Bourassa.
Their daughter Margaret married
Reuben Haas who’s daughter Minnie
(Haas) Barrett had patent number 105
in the book of the Citizen Potawatomi
allotments under the Dawes Act of 1887.”

degree at the University of Oklahoma.
I graduated with a bachelors in
anthropology (archaeology) in 1995.
I received a Master of Arts (history/
museum studies) from the University
of Central Oklahoma in 2004.”

District 10 — Norman
Brasfield (challenger)
Where are you from?

“I grew up in and still live in Bartlesville,
Oklahoma, with my wife Kayla
and my newborn son Brody.”
What Potawatomi
family are you from?

“Following my graduation from Tecumseh “My matriarchal blood line connects to
High School in 1966, I attended Murray
Ellen (Vieux) Bruno of the bear clan who
State Junior College before completing
was my great-great-grandmother. Her
my B.A. in accounting with a minor
husband, my great-great-grandfather,
in mechanical engineering from the
was Joseph Bruno of the thunder clan.
University of Oklahoma. After getting
Both of my ancestors held original
married to Connie (47 years ago) and
allotment land in the Sacred Heart area.”
being a radar technician in the U.S.
Tell us where you graduated
Navy, I came back to Oklahoma while
high school from, college and/or
working with Worthington Pump,
other
education achievements?
receiving my MBA with honors from
Oklahoma City University in 1982.”
“I graduated from Bartlesville High
School. I received a bachelor of business
What do you do for a living?
administration degree with a minor in
“I’ve been a financial controller for
accounting from Rogers State University.”
numerous corporations during my
What do you do for a living?
lifetime at the same time establishing
myself as an entrepreneur by acquiring
“I am an Oracle Database administrator
different businesses and adventures.
working for ConocoPhillips.”
Some of my functions that pertain
to making a living include being an
How has being a Tribal
accountant, manager, rancher, father,
member impacted your life?
grandfather, legislator and controller.”
“Being a Tribal member has impacted
How has being a Tribal
every aspect of my life. Growing up, I
member impacted your life?
learned about my rich Native heritage

“My cousins and I were enrolled
in 1989 but grew up in the Citizen
Potawatomi family in Shawnee because
of our grandmother, Ara Mae O’Bright
O’Connor, from Sacred Heart. Actually,
most of us were born in Mission Hill
Hospital across from our Tribal complex
and on the old Bourbonnais allotment.

“I have the honor of being a Tribal
legislator since 2008. After 11 years of
participating in our Tribal legislature,
I feel strongly that the executive
branch should be taken out of the
legislature. This is like having the
United States president also be the
Speaker of the House of Congress.
“Our legislature needs to develop its
own strategic plan for the future
instead of following only what the
executive branch introduces as law.”

“The 2007 reform of our constitution
let me run for office from Stillwater,
Oklahoma, and outside of Shawnee.
We live in Edmond now.”
What Potawatomi
family are you from?

“I descend from the Alexander Peltier
line of Citizen Potawatomi. Alexander
is listed on our first allotment rolls
for Oklahoma in 1872 as number
113. His son William (1887 number
71) was one of four sons. William’s
daughter, Mary Peltier (1887 number
73), is our family matriarch on
my grandmother’s mom’s side.
“My grandmother’s parents were
both Citizen Potawatomi. Her
father, Andrew Jewitt O’Bright,
descended from the Hiram Weld
Sr. and Margaret Ogee families.”
Tell us where you graduated
high school from, college and/or
other education achievements?

District 11 – John Tom
Anderson (challenger)

“I graduated from Shawnee High
School in 1986 at 17. I tried college
but liked working more. I took an IT
position in Dallas for an international
coin and stamp auction house. I hit a
glass ceiling and came home to get a

“I was born and raised in Midwest
City, Oklahoma, (16 years) and
moved to Choctaw, Oklahoma, and
graduated from Choctaw High
School in 1974. I currently reside

Where are you from?

HOWNIKAN
in Crescent, Oklahoma, and have
lived here for the past 40 years.”
What Potawatomi
family are you from?

“The Anderson Family. My forefathers
on the Potawatomi rolls were Pete
Anderson, David H. Anderson
and Vinnie Anderson.”
Tell us where you graduated
high school from, college and/or
other education achievements?

“I graduated from Choctaw High School
(1974), and then graduated from Phillips
University (1978). I also, attended the
Graduate School of Banking, Madison,
Wisconsin, and completed it in 1985.”
What do you do for a living?

“After graduating Phillips University
in 1978, I started my banking career
in January 1979 with Farmers and
Merchants Bank in Crescent and am still
employed there, currently for 40 years.”
How has being a Tribal
member impacted your life?

“For my family, I have seen the benefits
of educational opportunities for
my kids and relatives. It has offered
insight into my heritage that I knew
very little about growing up.”

What do you do for a living?

“I am a programmer and web developer. I
design, develop and support websites.”
How has being a Tribal
member impacted your life?

“Being a Tribal member has impacted
my life in that I understand I represent a
culture and people that need preserved.
In my travels around the country
speaking with people, sometimes it
often feels like we are a myth to others.
No matter where I have been, when
I travel back to Shawnee, there's a
sense of overwhelming comfort that
comes from knowing this is home.”
Why, specifically, are you running
for the CPN Legislature?

“I am running for CPN Legislature
for the first time because I want to be
the change I want to see in this world.
People need to know we are still here,
we are not forgotten. Our culture, our
history and our future all matter and
being part of a larger community that
makes an impact on our lives drives
me to seek resources and connections
that improve our quality of life.”
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is a sense of pride in my heritage. That
How has being a Tribal
member impacted your life?
pride gives me strength. When I think
about some of the adversity and obstacles
“Being a citizen of the Citizen Potawatomi
our ancestors faced, I know I can get
Nation has had numerous impacts on my
through anything life throws at me.”
life. The Citizen Potawatomi Nation has
helped me with my education and living
Why, specifically, are you running
expenses when I needed it the most as
for the CPN Legislature?
well as given me an understanding of my
“Serving as an elected member of our
cultural identity. I am very proud to be a
legislature is a way for me to give back
citizen of the Citizen Potawatomi Nation.”
and honor my heritage while helping
Why, specifically, are you running
to ensure the growth and success of our
for the CPN Legislature?
Tribe. With our enrollment increasing at
a rapid rate, it is more important than
“Our existence and success is a product
ever that the executive branch and the
of our ancestors’ overcomings, as
legislature continue to work together.”
our youth are a product of our
overcomings. We all have challenges
that we’ve overcome and will continue
to overcome, it’s in our blood. We are
in a period of revival and rejuvenation.
“I am running for CPN Legislative
District 13 to promote, protect and
foster our culture, economic prosperity,
education, environment, elders programs,
health care systems and our youth.”

Why, specifically, are you running
for the CPN Legislature?

“I feel like my financial background
and time served on the Potawatomi
Gaming Commission could help in
the budgeting and policy decisions
for the future of our Tribe.”

District 13 – Jay
Laughlin (challenger)
Where are you from?

“I live just north of Edmond, Oklahoma,
in Logan County. I was born in
Duncan, Oklahoma, and moved to
Lexington, Oklahoma, soon after.”
What Potawatomi
family are you from?
District 13 – Bobbi
Bowden (incumbent)
Where are you from?

“I grew up and currently live in
Choctaw, Oklahoma, which is about
30-45 minutes west of Shawnee. My
family moved to Choctaw in 1972.
Other than a short time in Texas, I
have lived in Oklahoma all my life.”
District 11 – Christina
Brasfield (challenger)
Where are you from?

“I am originally from Bartlesville,
Oklahoma, and currently live
in Stillwater, Oklahoma.”

What Potawatomi
family are you from?

“I am a descendent of the Trombla family.”
Tell us where you graduated
high school from, college and/or
other education achievements?

“After graduating from Choctaw High
School, I attended Rose State College
What Potawatomi
and the University of Oklahoma
family are you from?
working towards a degree in finance.
I received my Interior Design
“My matriarchal blood line connects to
Ellen (Vieux) Bruno of the bear clan who Certification from New York Institute
of Art Design, and I am also a licensed
was my great-great-grandmother. Her
realtor
in the state of Oklahoma.”
husband, my great-great-grandfather,
was Joseph Bruno of the thunder clan.
What do you do for a living?
Both of my ancestors held original
allotment land in the Sacred Heart area.” “After over 25 years in the banking and
title industry, I decided it was time to
Tell us where you graduated
follow my design passion. I currently
high school from, college and/or
have my own interior design business
other education achievements?
working with residential and commercial
construction as well as selling real estate.”
“I graduated high school from Bartlesville
High and received a Bachelor of Science
How has being a Tribal
degree in molecular biology with minors
member impacted your life?
in mathematics and computer science
from Rogers State University. I am also a “Being a Tribal member is about
third-degree black belt in Tae-Kwon-Do.” something much bigger than myself. It

“My lineage is traced back to Keshnow-quah — Angelique (Afternoon
Woman), the daughter of Potawatomi
Chief Waubansee and Pierre Navarre.
Both my father and grandfather were
born in Wannette, Oklahoma, where
my family was resettled in the late 1860s.
My great-grandmother Emily (Weddle)
Laughlin is listed on the 1937 rolls, and
her grandmother Frances (Navarre)
Milot is listed on the 1887 rolls.”
Tell us where you graduated
high school from, college and/or
other education achievements?

“I graduated high school from Lexington
High. After graduating high school, I
pursued my degrees at Oklahoma City
Community College, the University of
Oklahoma, the University of Central
Oklahoma and Oklahoma Christian
University. I currently have a Bachelor
of Science degree in engineering and
a Master of Business Administration
degree with an emphasis in finance.
I’m licensed to practice biomedical
engineering, environmental engineering
and petroleum engineering.”
What do you do for a living?

District 13 – Michael K.
Whistler (challenger)
Where are you from?

“I reside in Shawnee, Oklahoma.
“I was born overseas and grew up military
on multiple duty stations. My father
was born in Drumright, grandparents
in Wanette and Cushing, and the
three generations before them were
from Lexington, Oklahoma (Five
generations OK/Indian Territory).”
What Potawatomi
family are you from?

“The Bourassa family.”
Tell us where you graduated
high school from, college and/or
other education achievements?

“I graduated high school in
San Diego, California.”
What do you do for a living?

“I work in the tile and flooring industry
and construction contracting.”
How has being a Tribal
member impacted your life?

“Being born a Citizen Potawatomi
always gave me an identity of honor
and integrity, from a strong culture.”
Why, specifically, are you running
for the CPN Legislature?

“I’ve worked primarily in the oil and
gas industry, and lived in various places
“I am entering Tribal service following
across the U.S. and France. After making my family tradition. My second
it back to Oklahoma in 2009, I’ve
cousin Bob Whistler (my Dad's
continued to work in the oil and gas
generation) and my great-aunt
industry, focusing on the environmental
Philonese Williams (nee Whistler)
sector and in the government contracting have both served the Tribe honorably
sector. I’m an engineer, investor,
and productively, and I have much to
activist and small business owner.”
offer our Tribe for a great future!”
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Education update
By Tesia Zientek, Director of the
CPN Department of Education
Through a generous donation from
the United States Social Security
Administration, the Citizen Potawatomi
Nation Department of Education
received a limited number of desktop
computer sets to be granted to current
students. Since last year, we have
granted several of those computers to
local high school and college students.
Recently, we have been approached
by middle school students and their
families about their need for a computer,
so we are excited to announce that
we are extending the eligibility to
those in grades six through eight.
Each set includes an HP Flat Screen
Monitor, an HP Compaq Elite 8300
Microtower, keyboard and mouse.
Our CPN Information Technology
Department has inspected each unit
for its quality and safety. Students
who receive computers will be
responsible for providing their own
security as well as word processing
and spreadsheet software. However,
as many students move toward using
web-based systems such as Google
Documents, such software may be
less necessary than internet access.

Unfortunately, due to size and weight,
we are unable to ship the computers.
Students must be willing to pick
them up from Tribal headquarters.
Any enrolled Citizen Potawatomi
middle school, high school or college
student is eligible to apply for this
computer grant. Eligible students may
apply by providing the following:
• A short 250-500 word essay
describing your short- (within the
next month), mid- (within the next
six months), and long-term (within
the next year) educational and
career goals and how this computer
will help you achieve them
• Unofficial high school or
college transcript to show
proof of enrollment
• CPN Workforce & Social
Services Hardship Application
• Signed liability waiver
To obtain the hardship application and
liability waiver or to submit application
documents, students may contact
the CPN Department of Education
by telephone at 405-275-3121 or by
email at college@potawatomi.org.
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Vietnam Veterans Day commemorated March 29
Friday, March 29, will mark the second
anniversary of the signing of the
Vietnam War Veterans Recognition Act
by President Donald Trump. The act
designates March 29 of each year as
National Vietnam War Veterans Day, an
event honored by people nationwide to
commemorate the sacrifices of veterans
of America’s second-longest conflict.
Native American servicemen and
women have long been a backbone of
the American military, serving the U.S.
Armed Forces at a higher rate, per capita,
than any other ethnic group. According
to the Smithsonian’s National Museum
of the American Indian, approximately
42,000 Native Americans served during
the conflict. While disagreement about
the United States’ participation in the
war peaked at home, 90 percent of
Native American service members in
the Vietnam Era were volunteers.
The Citizen Potawatomi Nation
Cultural Heritage Center’s Wall

Randy Herrod

of Honor has a section dedicated
to the service of Vietnam veterans.
Many of the active members of
the CPN Veterans Organization
served during the war as well.
According to records available at the
Cultural Heritage Center, more than
250 Citizen Potawatomi served during
the conflict. To date, it was the largest
enlistment of the Citizen Potawatomi
for any conflict involving the U.S.
Though many served, below are two
brief profiles of Citizen Potawatomi
veterans of the Vietnam Era. If you are
a veteran of any armed service during
any time and have not done so, please
contact Blake Norton at the CPN
Cultural Heritage Center to ensure
your place on the Wall of Honor.
Dennis Hoy

credit upon himself,
his unit, and the
United States Army.”
Hoy returned to
the U.S. and held
various jobs before
settling full time into
a career as an artist,
and many of his
works reflect his time
serving in Vietnam.
He currently resides
in New Mexico.
Randy Herrod

Randy Herrod
arrived in Vietnam
less than two years
after his high school
graduation in
Calvin, Oklahoma,
in 1968. Herrod’s
3rd Marine Division
was stationed in one
of the most hotly
contested theaters in
the war at the time,
just outside Da Nang,
and officer Oliver
North was his first
platoon commander.

Dennis Hoy was a private first class on
March 20, 1967, as his company engaged
with a numerically superior
enemy force in the village
of Tan An. The 5th Cavalry
Regiment’s rifleman company
set up a blocking position under
heavy enemy small-arms fire
coming from a tree line and the
village’s structures. He returned
North, who picked up the nickname
fire from an exposed position,
“Blue” because the Corps’ designates
killing several enemy soldiers.
the color for the direction north, lead
a group of marines who became
Amid the combat, several of
known
as “Blue’s Bastards” while in
Hoy’s comrades were seriously
combat
against the North Vietnamese
wounded and under intense fire
Army
and
Viet Cong irregulars.
themselves. He repositioned
himself to a more exposed spot
Herrod received credit for saving his
on the battlefield and provided
officer’s life at one point, rescuing North
enough covering fire to allow
as he lay exposed to fire after being felled
his fellow platoon members
by a percussion grenade. Though North
to rescue their comrades.
recommended him for the Silver Star, a
high-profile murder trial took precedence
The recommendation order
in the Citizen Potawatomi marine’s life.
for the Silver Star he was
awarded for his actions noted,
In March 1970, Herrod faced first“Hoy’s action contributed
degree murder charges in connection
significantly to saving several
with the extrajudicial killings of 16
lives. His gallantry under fire
villagers — mostly women and children
is in keeping with the highest
— on Feb. 19, 1970. He was eventually
traditions of the military
acquitted after the defense team, led
service, and reflects great
by Oklahoma State Senator Gene Stipe,

Dennis Hoy
proved Herrod’s patrol had come under
fire before discharging their weapons.
North flew back to Vietnam to take the
stand in his defense as a character witness
and as an investigator despite having
left the country before the incident.
Herrod eventually received the Silver
Star for his actions in saving North and
other Marines July 8, 1969. Though
suffering from wounds received in
combat that wiped out half of his
company, Herrod assumed command
of a machine gun and routed a charge
by oncoming Viet Cong soldiers.
Herrod was honorably discharged
from the Marines and spent time
working in the oil fields before
taking on a career as a police officer.
Eventually he opened a chain of karate
studios across the Midwest.
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Veterans report
• Lightheadedness or dizziness
• Cold sweat
Avoid heart strain and
overexertion this winter by:
• Taking frequent rest breaks
when working in the cold.

Bozho
(Hello),
I wish I had received this information
back in December before we had our
snow and ice storm. However, winter is
not over, and we have a chance of more
before spring is here. Cold can cause
extra strain on your heart, and there
is also hypothermia, frostbite and falls
due to ice. There are things you can do
during this weather to protect yourself.
Heart Strain

• Avoiding alcohol consumption
before or immediately after
exposure to the cold.
• Learning the warning signs of
a heart attack and obtaining
CPR training certification.
Hypothermia

When the body’s internal temperature
decreases due to low temperatures,
hypothermia can occur. TRICARE
encourages preventing hypothermia by
dressing in “warm, loose-fitting layers
of clothing. Also make sure you wear
a water-resistant coat to keep dry.”

TRICARE — a healthcare program for
Signs of hypothermia are:
current and past U.S. military service
• Severe shivering
members — reported on its website,
• Extreme fatigue
“Cold weather can adversely affect the
heart, especially if you have cardiovascular
• Confusion or disorientation
disease. Simply walking through heavy,
• Loss of coordination
wet snow can strain some people’s heart.
The best way to avoid heart strain while
“If you notice these warning signs,
doing outdoor activities is to work at a
you should seek medical attention as
slower pace, and take frequent rest breaks.” soon as possible. If medical attention
is not available, follow these tips
According to the American Heart
to help restore warmth slowly:
Association, signs of overexertion
and heart strain can include:
• Chest pain or discomfort

• Warm the center of the body
first (chest, neck, head) using
an electric blanket or dry layers
of blankets and clothing.
• Drink warm beverages like tea,
hot chocolate or warm water.”
Frostbite

According to TRICARE, “Frostbite
occurs when a body part freezes,
damaging the tissue. Fingers, toes,
nose, cheeks, chin and ears are the
areas most prone to frostbite. So,
it’s important to cover these body
parts with warm, dry clothing.”
The signs of frostbite include:
• Redness or pain in any skin area
• Numbness
• Tingling or stinging
• Aching
• Bluish or waxy looking skin
Tips to treat frostbite are:
• Seek warm shelter.
• Warm the affected area
using body heat.
• Immerse the affected are
into warm water.
Falls

• Move to a warm room or shelter.

Many cold-weather injuries result
from falls on ice-covered sidewalks,
steps, driveways and porches.

• Remove wet clothing.

Ways you can prevent winter falls are:

• Use rock salt or other de-icing
compounds to keep your steps
and walkways free of ice.
• Watch where you walk
before taking a step.
• Provide extra time for daily
travel and avoid hurrying.
Remember, the CPN Veterans
Organization meets every month on
the fourth Tuesday at 6 p.m. (or as
soon as you can get there) in the North
Reunion Hall on the Potawatomi
Powwow Grounds. All CPN and
spouse veterans and their families
are welcome. A meal is provided.
Migwetch
(Thank you),
Daryl Talbot, Commander
talbotok@sbcglobal.net
405-275-1054
CPN VA Representative:
Andrew Whitham
CPN Office Hours:
First and third Wednesday each
month 8:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Phone: 918-397-2566
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Michelle Abiri

Roy L. Coon

Dustin M. Gross

Alfred LeClair

Annabelle Pittman

Benjamin T. Acre Jr.

Thomas E. Cooper

David H. Guinn Jr.

Earl E. Lehman

Thomas K. Pyeatt

Hubert L. Adams

Albert W. Copeland

Clenard O. Haas

George A. Lehman

Timothy K. Pyeatt

James T. Anderson

Michael S. Cory

Marion L. Haas

Leo F. Lehman

Gregory L. Quinn

Ronald Anderson

Arthur L. Covington

Mickey E. Haas

Leonard G. Lehman

Stephen L. Quinn

Cecil Baird

Daniel Crumbo

Martin H. Hackler

Harry Leonard

Everett J. Rachels

Walter L. Baker

David A. Cryer

James M. Hale

Ray E. Leonard

John A. Reynolds

Roscoe L. Batiste

Harvey J.L. Curtis

John Hall Jr.

Charles L. Lewis

Leonard P. Rhodd

Robert W. Barrett

Dan Dansenburg

Larry E. Hammack

Clifford E. Lewis

Stephen E. Rhodd

Bruce I. Bazhaw

George Dansenburg

Richard L. Hammack

Francis L. Lewis

William J. Rhodd

Ingram H. Bazhaw

Lloyd B. Denton

Jack E. Hancock

Russell L. Lewis

Henry B. Richard Jr.

Ralph H. Bazhaw/Bergeron

Lloyd C. Denton

Leon L. Hancock

Benjamin Lucas Jr.

Raymond U. Roberts

John T. Bergeron

Marvin Derryberry

Michael S. Hardesty

Jackie L. Lucy

Thomas L. Roberts

Thomas M. Bess

Forrest J. Desmit

Daniel L. Harvey

Burl J. Macon

Alexander Rhodd

William B. Bivens Jr.

Charles E. Dewitt

Gary L. Helberg

Michael S. Mahaffey

William M. Roberts Jr.

Charles D. Blair

Gary E. Dewitt

Henry P Hernandez

Philip R. Marquis

William M. Roberts III

Robert G. Bogle

J.B. Dewitt

Edward T. Hey Jr.

Albert F. Mars

Cilifford Robison

Douglas E. Bourassa

Travis G. Dick

Averett W. Higbee

Alfred E. Mars

Paul R. Rosewitz

Freeman Bourassa

Jimmy R. Dike

Marvin L. Holeman

Warren G. Mars

Marvin E. Savory

James L. Bourassa

Richard G. Dike

William H. Holeman

Timothy Q. McCauley

Larry K. Schoemann

Jerry D. Bourassa

Dennis D. Dockery

Daniel L. Hollingsworth

Samuel H. McCollum

James J. Schroepfer

John A. Bourbonnais

Beverly L. Dodd

Tony P. Hollingsworth

David C. McEvers

Homer C. Schwartz

Joshua J. Bourbonnais

Lawrence A. Dodd

Morris L. Holloway

Vernon W. Meade

John H. Seedorf

Edmund F. Bowles

Willie O. Dodson

Edwin A. Howard

Stephen C. Negahnquet

Dennis M. Sexton

Andrew E. Bradford

Thomas N. Doyle

Kevin M. Hubble

Stephen H. Negahnquet

Jesse Slavin

Emery A. Bradford

John W. Edwards

Arville L. Hull

Adam A. Nocktonick Sr.

Dale E. Smith

Lawrence R. Bressman

Charles M. Ellis

Johnny I. Hull

Ralph E.B. Nocktonick

Jesse A. Smith Sr.

Charles R. Bromley

Terry L. Evans

Davina C. Hyers

Ronald K. Nocktonick

Lloyd H. Smith

James F. Bromley

John E. Feliciano

John Immenshuh

Robert J. Nourie

Robert G. Smits

Carolyn S. Brown

Sharold N. Ferris

Jeffrey D. Johnson

Albion L. Ogee

Richard D. Soelter

Andrea L. Broyles

James B. Fisher

Larry S. Johnson

Phillip S. Ogee Jr.

Robert L. Sorrell

Everett D. Brunt

Jerry L. Fitzgerald

Frank Kennedy

John B. Olsen

Michael D. Stone

David A. Burnett

Mary J. Foster (Spaulding)

Mark W. Ketterman

Randall W. Olsen

Brenda J. Tamashiro

Leo Burnett Jr.

Michael D. Fox

William G. Ketterman

Wilbur C. Osborne

Jerry L. Tarter

Stephen R. Burnett

Christina D. Franklin

Charles B. Kimes

Donnie R. Owens

Elton B. Tinney

Joseph H. Burns

Murray S. Frapp

James T. Kirk

John R. Paine

Jack R. Tipton

Tilden J. Byler

Russell W. Frizzell

Frank J. Kremenak Jr.

Gary D. Pambogo

Joshua Tipton

Michael D. Cavender

James M. Gardom

John B. Kremenak

Cloyd D. Parrish

Thomas Tomey

Mary-Ellen Clinton (Vieux)

Paul E. Gardom

Francis LaFramboise

Richard L. Parrish

Paul Toupin

Eugene Albert Coder

Horace D. Gillespie

Roy LaFromboise

David J. Parr

Clarence J. Trousdale

Adam B. Coe

John C. Gillmore

Darrin D. Lambert

Kenneth W. Paslay

Joseph C. Trousdale

Michael E. Conner Jr.

Glen A. Goodwin

Charles E. Lamirand

Vernon D. Peery

Paul R. Toupin

Larry O. Cook

Rolan J. Goyer

Charles G. LaReau

Stephen C. Penniston

Tommy Upton

Wayne E. Cook

Victor E. Graham

Roger Lazelle

Charles E. Pierce III
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Pockrus considers life work dressing buffalo skulls more than art
“I guess I need to stress right away:
I’m not an artist,” said Tribal member
and skull decorator John Pockrus. “I
can’t draw, and I can’t paint.”

bison could run through the woods a
lot faster than I could and dodge all the
trees and the shrubs and everything. And
I ended up having to scramble over a
fence just to keep from getting gored.”

Exposure to Pockrus’ work increases the
difficulty of agreeing with that statement.
He began working with buffalo skulls
over three decades ago, but his interest
in bison developed much earlier.

Skulls with historically significant
backgrounds and connections to the
earth add meaning to the projects
created with them. About 10 years
ago, he traded a man for a partial one
found near Great Falls, Montana.

“When I was a kid, and we would go
to the zoo, I would spend more time
where the buffalo display was than any
place else. I don’t know why,” Pockrus
said. “I didn’t care that much about
the lions or the monkeys, but it’s
probably a mixture of what the animal
meant to the Native American people
going back to prehistory times.”
He studied art history and philosophy
at the College at Brockport State
University of New York. He began
learning about his Native American
ancestry and Indigenous peoples’ cultures
after he was unable to answer the
theatre department’s questions about his
family and traditions. They wanted to
produce an interpretative performance
based on Native American culture.
For 25 years afterwards, everything
Pockrus read included something about
Native Americans. Pockrus began his
self-described “hobby” in the mid1980s after building up the courage
to try his hand at dressing skulls.
Learning form

His mobile career for an automotive
company spurred his obsession with
and collection of Western art.

All of these
things have
meaning. All of these
things have power. They
have medicine. And
you combine them all,
and this becomes a
sacrament of power.
John Pockrus
Pockrus and his wife, Carol, lived in
Colorado, Montana, Utah and Kansas
among other places before he retired.
“When you live out West, there’s
tribal museums. There’s Indian stuff
in pawn shops, for crying out loud.
There’s stuff everywhere,” he said.
He made friends with Western artists
and Native Americans in tune with the
spiritual aspects of their culture wherever
work took him in the region. He also
read about the history and substance
of designs and visited art museums
searching for more information. The
Prairie Edge & Sioux Trading Post on
the Rosebud Indian Reservation near
Rapid City, South Dakota, provided
the chance for a hands-on experience.
“I was explaining what I did. I didn’t
have any samples,” Pockrus said. “I
didn’t have anything to show them,
and they kind of shunned me.”
During his next opportunity to
travel there, he brought a piece
in development as well as a list

Tribal member and Western art
collector John Pockrus decorates bison
skulls as a way to carry on Native
American tradition and culture.
of questions and techniques he
wanted to learn. Pockrus spent the
afternoon with Charles Fast Horse,
Sr., discussing how to braid horsehair
and tie feathers among other things.
“I read every book that I could find about
buffalo, and about the history and the
near demise of (them),” Pockrus said.
Over the years, his infatuation grew into
respect for what they represent to Native
Americans — not only medicinally
and spiritually, but also practically.

The layout resembles a guidon, a doublepointed pennant traditionally carried
on the end of a flagpole to designate
an armed forces regiment. Red, white
and blue in a semi-brocade pattern
represent the United States flag.
Other items dressing the piece
include hawk bells that represent
a connection to those in the Spirit
World and U.S. Indian Service tunic
buttons worn by Native Americans, all
attached to a trade shell disk forming
the Sacred Circle of the People.

“The guy that I got it from said, ‘This was
pulled out of the banks of the Marias
River,’” Pockrus said. “Now, for that to be “All of these things have meaning. All
the case ... that bison had to have passed
of these things have power. They
away near that river and been buried in
have medicine. And you combine
the silt probably in the days of Sitting
them all, and this becomes a
Bull. So, this had to be very special.”
sacrament of power,” Pockrus said,
not creativity for creativity’s sake.
Pockrus also gathers all the decorative
materials: trade cloth, deer and elk
He worries about what he calls the
hides, ermine skins, hawk bells, coyote
“anxiety of influence,” drawing inspiration
teeth, glass trade beads and more. He
from the past while achieving originality.
ensures every piece of what he calls “the
To date, he has dressed around 15 skulls.
weirdest inventory of stuff” symbolizes
Individual art dealers and collectors
a part of Native American culture.
around the world commissioned many
of them, and art galleries displayed a few.
“Even something as simple as a coyote
tooth,” he said. “Well, the coyote is the
“It had to be as authentic as I could
gentle trickster. He does foolish things
make it in every possible way
that when you watch him, you think
because these weren’t just going to
he’s being silly, but when in fact, what
be adorning someone’s den. … They
he’s doing is teaching you a lesson.”
were going to be part of a collection
of important stuff,” Pockrus said.
He places particular importance on
representing adaptability, perceiving
He gave two away: one to his bother
it as the source of Indigenous
in 2011 and another to his friend,
peoples’ endurance and survival.
also a decorated Vietnam veteran.

“Buffalo hides before canvas were the
coverings for teepees and wickiups, and
spoons were made from horns, and
weapons were made from jaw bones,
you know, like clubs, and the skulls
were used in ceremonies,” he said.
After obtaining an abundance of
knowledge, he felt ample enough to
try to make a beautiful piece in earnest.
The first few dressings he made while
learning did not meet his expectations.
“I wished I had those skulls back so that
I could do it knowing what I know
now instead of wasting a perfectly good
skull on a feeble attempt at trying
to recreate something,” he said.
However, failure remains an integral
part of the learning process. Pockrus’
attempts only came with the
availability of a difficult item to find.
Collecting materials

Throughout the creative process, Pockrus considers every
Pockrus seeks out skulls from fully-grown
aspect while decorating a buffalo skull.
males — or trophy bulls— wherever
available. He made connections
“I keep telling folks, ‘When the last
“The whole idea of the giveaway is you
through joining the National Bison
take the thing that you value most
light
bulb
dies
in
North
America,
the
Association, calling taxidermists,
and give it away because that’s where
Indians
will
still
be
dancing,’”
he
said.
visiting shops like Oklahoma City’s
the
power comes from,” he said.
Skulls Unlimited International, Inc.
Making “sacraments”
and befriending buffalo ranchers.
Pockrus’ daughter, Neva, is about the
Pockrus
decorated
the
skull
he
same age he was when he started working
In the past, he even took advantage
obtained in Montana to honor his
with bison skulls and gaining his vast
of the opportunity to get off the
older brother Bill’s military service.
knowledge base. He wants to pass it on
highway and purchase one he saw
Inspired
by his decorated veteran
to her along with the history of their
sitting on the seat of a farmer’s tractor.
status, Pockrus considered how to
Potawatomi heritage as descendants
represent
various aspects of Bill’s
“They’re not domesticated, rambling
of the Wilmette and Pratt families.
animals,” Pockrus said, reminding himself experience in the Vietnam War.
“I picture myself as being part of a
of a time he tried to photograph a bison
“In
some
circumstances,
the
owl
is
movement or an effort to hold on to the
herd on a ranch in western Missouri.
revered as the swift and silent hunter,”
culture,” he said. “To keep it out there.”
he said. “My brother happened to
“I foolishly walk into the woods
Learn more about Citizen Potawatomi
have been a point man, and his job
thinking, ‘Well, if I got chased, I could
Nation traditions and history at
was to scout out ahead and try to
just dodge in and out of the trees,’” he
potawatomi.org/culture.
stay out of sight. And ferret out any
said. “Well, that wasn’t the case. And I
machine gun nests or the enemy.”
did get chased, and I found out that a
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Differences between bald, golden eagles
North America boasts two types of
eagles: the bald and golden. While
many continents have golden eagles,
the bald eagle is native to North
America, with sightings in every state
except Hawaii. Although these birds
of prey share similar characteristics,
other attributes set them apart.
“The obvious and most distinct and
noticeable difference between a bald
and golden eagle is their plumage, or
the colors of their feathers,” explained
Citizen Potawatomi Nation Eagle
Aviary Manager Jennifer Randell. “The
adult bald eagle is going to have
the white head and white tail.”
Growth

First year golden eagles feature white
tail feathers with black tips, losing the
white as they age. When bald eagles
are immature, a chocolate brown
coloring makes them look similar to
a golden eagle and helps protect as
camouflage. The darker feathers allow
the eaglets to blend into surroundings,
but because of this, it can be difficult
to tell the two apart when immature.
Bald eagles become adults at four to six
years of age. “The way that you can tell
if they’ve reached that maturity is that
full white head and white tail,” she said.
Even as adults, some bald eagles can
retain darker shades in their feathers,
but they will have primarily white
heads and tails, Randell added.
Golden eagles’ beaks are also smaller
and remain brown their entire lives. As
bald eagles grow, their beaks turn from
dark amber to a vibrant, yellow hue.
“The bald eagle goes through an
incredible transformation,” Randell
said. “Their beak, their feather, their
eye color — all of that changes.”

Juvenile bald and golden eagles can be hard to differentiate, but as they mature, a bald eagle's head, feathers, beak
and eyes will transform, as seen here with juvenile bald eagle Mko Kno (left) and his parent (right).
“Females are going to be larger than
males, but it’s the same in the golden
and the bald eagles,” Randell said.
Attributes

Outside of visual distinctions, the two
prefer living in separate environments
and use two varied hunting techniques.
“That’s actually what puts the golden
eagle and the bald eagle in completely
different families,” Randell explained.
“So our bald eagles, you’re mainly going
to find around rivers and lakes and water
sources because their main diet would
be fish, other water animals and carion.”

Known as booted eagles, golden eagles
have feathers all the way down to their
feet, which adds protection during
Golden eagles do not eat fish. Their
hunts. Bald eagle legs are bare, and their
main diet includes mammals and other
feathers stop several inches from their
land animals, which is why they prefer
feet and feature tiny spicules to help
to live along prairies and open ground.
hold onto fish and other prey. While
“Generally speaking, the golden eagle has
comparable in size and weight, bald
eagles occasionally have longer wingspans. a little bit different mode of thinking.
If you were to think
about what you take
to go fishing — the
fishing pole and that
gear — and what
you take to go elk
hunting, that’s the
kind of difference,”
she added. “I’m not
saying one is smarter
than the other;
it’s just a different
way they kind of
work things out.”

Golden eagles employ strategy, often hunting
together to bring down prey.

will actually hunt cooperatively, which
our bald eagles don’t,” she said. “Golden
eagles will hunt in small groups but
can take down pretty large prey like
small deer and antelope individually.”
Both mate for life, and if one mate
perishes, the other often does not
take on another. But most of the
time, the pair is not together.
“Six months out of the year, they are
in other states or other parts of the
United States, and then their builtin GPS brings them back together
within two weeks of each other to nest.
That’s probably how they mate for life
because they spend half of the year
apart,” Randell said, then laughed.
Additionally, the two utilize different
nesting techniques. Golden eagles
often build their nests on the sides of
cliffs and mountains. Bald eagles prefer
trees close to water and food sources.
“All of our eagles are very communal
and social, unless it comes to
nesting grounds and nesting times,”
Randell said. “In the wild, they
will defend their nest sometimes
to the death of another eagle.”
Rearing techniques

Females from each lay two to three eggs
every year, but the incubation times vary.
“Bald eagle eggs are going to hatch in
about 35 days or so. A golden eagle
goes 40 to 45 days. So, it’s quite
a big difference,” Randell said.

Bald eagles tend to
react in the moment,
but golden eagles
However, they have similar
have strong problemparental techniques. The females
solving skills. They
and males build and take care of
can also pick up glove the nest as well as feed eaglets.
training and other
exercises in almost half “But because mom has a bigger
the time as bald eagles. body mass, she does most of the
initial incubation,” Randell said.
“Bald eagles are a little
more high-strung and Since male eagles are smaller than the
females, they will leave the nest to
more nervous usually,
hunt for small prey while the eaglets
and the golden eagle

Bald eagle juvenile Mko Kno enjoys
his time growing up at the CPN
Eagle Aviary with mom Kyla keeping
watch in the background.
initially develop. Once bigger, both start
hunting and bringing in larger prey.
While bald and golden eagles have many
variances, the Potawatomi people revere
them both. Eagles fly higher than any
other animal on Earth, and they carry
prayers to the Creator. In the 1970s
and 1980s, there were no eagles across
the state of Oklahoma. Today, there
are more than 300 nesting pairs.
The CPN Eagle Aviary serves as a
sanctuary that provides a safe, nurturing
environment for injured bald and
golden eagles, many of which cannot
be released back into the wild. The
aviary also assists with efforts across the
United States to increase both species’
population, protecting these valued
birds of prey for generations to come.
To learn more about the CPN Eagle
Aviary or to schedule a tour, visit
potawatomiheritage.com.
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Cultural Heritage Center gallery celebrates
economic and cultural renaissance

Since the Citizen Potawatomi Nation’s
arrival in Indian Territory, the Tribe has
experienced trials and adversity. Rather
than succumb to those difficulties, leaders
employed new tactics to help the Tribe
grow and thrive. During the 20th century,
CPN established a sound government,
and the foundation created continues to
direct the Nation. The Cultural Heritage
Center’s final gallery, Seventh Generation,
celebrates the Tribe’s successes as well
as educates the public on the Nation’s
strength, endurance and perseverance.
“We decided to name the final gallery
Seventh Generation to tie it back to
our first gallery where we were talking
about the Seven Fires Prophecy,”
said CPN Cultural Heritage Center
Director Kelli Mosteller, Ph.D. “The
final prophecy says that there will be a
generation that comes along and goes
back along the path of the ancestors,
and they pick up the things that our
ancestors were forced to put down.”
The United States government imposed
an array of negative policies and
procedures that smothered Native
traditions, including language and sacred
ceremonies. However, the pieces left
behind by those individuals continue
to carry the Citizen Potawatomi.
“We believe we are in the early stages of
the Seventh Fire, and by people visiting
the museum, coming and learning their
language, more about their culture —
that’s part of what it means to be part
of the Seventh Generation,” she said.
While many may see modern CPN as
prosperous, the Tribe’s contemporary
status did not happen overnight.
“They probably don’t realize the
hardships that the community had to
face and the struggles that previous
leaders and community members had
to endure and work through to create
the platform the Tribe is built on today,”
explained Blake Norton, CHC curator.
Oklahoma statehood

“When Oklahoma became a U.S. state, it
was at the expense of a lot of the tribal
governments,” Dr. Mosteller said.
Native and non-Native leaders alike
had difficulty understanding where
city, county, state or tribal government
jurisdictions began and ended. This

At one point in CPN history, the Tribe had a few hundred dollars to its name, a couple of acres of land
and a borrowed Bureau of Indian Affairs trailer that served as Tribal headquarters.
created negative implications for the
tribes located within Indian Territory.

dress between the final two galleries
to acknowledge her dedication.

attempt to be recognized as a community
and as Citizen Potawatomi people.”

“As an older woman, (Mary Bourbonnais) Regulations
had no hesitation to express her views
Numerous pieces of legislation
in written form to anyone that she
continued negative policies into the
could reach out to,” Dr. Mosteller
1900s, as discussions around federal
explained. At the beginning of the
Indian affairs began to evolve.
20th century, Tribal leaders also
New wave of warriors
began hiring experienced lawyers to
“In the 1930s, the federal government
represent
the Nation’s interests.
looked and realized that the policy
“When our ancestors felt challenged
of allotment was a complete
or wronged by the Indian agent or
Even today, “when we see our sovereignty disaster,” Dr. Mosteller said.
someone else in the government, they
were not hesitant to fight for their rights,” being challenged, we fight back,” Dr.
Mosteller said. “We know our rights, we
The Indian Reorganization Act of 1934
Dr. Mosteller said. “Our ancestors
know
what
the
federal
government
has
put an end to land allotment and
were not afraid to learn their rights,
promised
us,
and
we
are
not
going
to
sit
supplied the Tribe an opportunity to
fight for their rights, and encourage
back
and
let
them
not
follow
through
express
its sovereignty through the
their children and the people around
development
of an official constitution.
on
the
promises
that
they
made.”
them to also fight for their rights.”
The IRA re-recognized tribes as well
As an ode to these early efforts, the
as provided a format to help Native
As soon as Citizen Potawatomi
CHC
created
a
display
staff
commonly
nations develop their governments
settled in present-day Oklahoma,
refer to as the “document tornado.”
in a structure similar to the U.S.
Tribal members exercised their
sovereignty through letter-writing
“It symbolizes the storm and whirlwind
“The Indian Reorganization Act
campaigns and building relationships
of
correspondence
between
the
Tribe
and
really set the foundation for the
with all levels of government.
U.S. government that set a precedent for
governmental growth that would
this time period,” Norton said. “Members happen in our community over the
Mary Anderson Bourbonnais was at
of the community were filing complaints next several generations and decades
the forefront of these endeavors, and
and led to a lot of the changes we
the CHC chose to display her wedding
and petitioning for assistance in an
Federal allotment policies also plagued
the tribes in Oklahoma by dismantling
communal culture. However, the
Citizen Potawatomi learned how to
leverage resources to enact change.
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grown to contribute an economic impact
of more than $500 million annually.
“The trailer is a well-known symbol of
transition for the community, signifying
growth, self-reliance and true sovereignty,”
Norton said. “It’s an impressive
image, when you understand how
the seat of government has flourished
and expanded over four decades.”
Under the direction of Chairman Barrett
and Vice-Chairman Linda Capps,
CPN revised its constitution again in
2007, which established a base for the
Tribe's 21st century resurgence. This
constitution creates greater checks and
balances, and by developing a legislative
arm with representatives across the
United States, members can connect to
the Nation no matter where they live.

The Seventh Generation gallery
features Bourassa family descendant
Peggy Hancock Kinder’s regalia.

Tribal members continue to employ
letter-writing efforts and push for
Tribal sovereignty, following in the
footsteps of 20th century leaders.

“We wanted to show that this is what
success looks like. It’s from being
reliant on the federal government to
either provide us a place to have a
headquarters to now making sure the
voices are heard from Tribal members
all over the United States and that we
are able to fully represent the needs of
our community, far and wide, in serving
the Potawatomi people the best way
we possibly can,” Dr. Mosteller said.

“We really wanted to highlight some
material culture, which is more of
a challenge than some would think
because people don’t want to give up
their things, especially if they’re still
using them,” Dr. Mosteller explained.

The Seventh Generation gallery design
challenged staff, as CPN’s modern
history is constantly changing. However,
technology served as a solution.

The two sets of regalia serve as
an example to CPN members
of various options that they can
incorporate into their own pieces.

“We wanted to include interactives so that
we could delve deeper into subject matter
that we weren’t able to physically display
saw within our community in the
on the floor because of architectural
late 1970s,” Dr. Mosteller said.
limitations and space,” Norton said. “It
also gives staff the opportunity to conduct
Visitors can learn more about the IRA
added research into topics, enhancing
and other policies that impacted CPN
our educational platforms and allowing
and Indian Country over the past century Tribal members to better understand
through the interactive featured near the
who they are as Potawatomi people.”
Seventh Generation gallery’s entrance.
Although the CHC’s main audience
Tribal progress
is CPN tribal members, staff hope the
galleries and interactives reach everyone.
Although the IRA generated some
beneficial changes, the Tribe still struggled “Citizen Potawatomi history isn’t
to gain a solid base. When CPN’s current
something that’s just of the past. It’s
Chairman John “Rocky” Barrett joined
not stagnant,” Dr. Mosteller said. “Our
the Nation’s business committee as a
future is bright. There are a lot of
26-year-old in the 1970s, CPN conducted things that are coming in the future
business with a few hundred dollars
that are going to allow us to become
to its name out of a trailer borrowed
an even greater representative of what
from the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
a truly sovereign nation is, and we
will meet the constantly growing and
CHC staff strategically placed the 1938
changing needs of our Tribal community
Tribal constitution developed after the
and the community around us.”
IRA’s passage in front of a mural of the
trailer as a juxtaposition — reminding
20th century and beyond
visitors how far the Tribe has come.
The CHC proudly displays
Barrett became CPN’s Chairman in
Chairman Barrett’s regalia as well as
1985, and since then, the Nation has

a full woman’s set created by CPN
member Peggy Hancock Kinder at
the end of the Seventh Generation.

“Not only does this allow us to show
modern Citizen Potawatomi culture
and history, but it also allows us to
tie back to the rest of the galleries
and the clothing that we’ve displayed,
going all the way back to the precontact village scene,” she said.
The CHC also chose to display a
painting depicting the Tribe’s former
powwow grounds under the shade
of the pecan grove near current CPN
headquarters as well as signage from
early Tribal enterprises. Additionally,
a Potawatomi language kiosk allows
visitors to learn the Potawatomi language
in a fun, contemporary format.
“What’s included in this gallery serves
to remind Tribal members that CPN
today is a very diverse concept,” Dr.
Mosteller said. “It incorporates
businesses and enterprises, culture and
dancing and art. We tried to speak to
that in all capacities to some degree.”
Widoktadwen (Community)

“We’re using the Cultural Heritage
Center to help preserve and display that
which was found along the path that the

Once used as the topping out flag at
the Grand Casino Hotel & Resort, this
piece of CPN history symbolizes the
Nation's progress and prosperity.
ancestors left,” Norton said. “We’re using
those pieces to reteach the culture to
ourselves and to the larger community.”
Besides the 11 galleries, the CHC hosts
public classes and workshops. The
programming assists CPN members gain
a better understanding of their heritage as
well as educates the outside community
on Tribal teachings and traditions.
“We hope people take away a sense of
pride from the Seventh Generation gallery
— a sense of cultural renewal and a sense
of understanding — truly understanding
who they are as Potawatomi and
Nishnabe people and are excited to share
that with the world,” Norton said.
For a complete list of upcoming
events and programming, visit
potawatomi.org/events.
CULTURAL HERITAGE CENTER
Monday-Friday
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday
10 a.m.-3 p.m.
1899 S. Gordon Cooper Drive
Shawnee, Oklahoma
potawatomiheritage.com
405-878-5830
Free entry
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Language update
By Justin Neely, CPN Language
Department Director
There are a lot of exciting developments
in the language department. We
recently held a successful Winter
Storytelling event Feb. 27.

Our children’s show, Mtek Wigwam, just
wrapped up its fifth episode, and all are
available on our children's YouTube
channel, cpn.news/childrenyoutube.
There is an adult-focused YouTube
channel at cpn.news/JN.

We are also working closely with our
IT department to develop a searchable
dictionary that will also have audio
clips. Although we have had a Lexique
Pro free dictionary available for quite
We are translating around 130 different
books into Potawatomi. All the books are some time, it has limitations. One was
considered either public domain books or that it didn’t work with Mac computers.
It also had to be downloaded. The one
Creative Commons books, which allows
us to legally translate and distribute them. on the web also only had about 5,200

We currently have an intern working
in the language department, and he is
working on a number of exciting projects.

words in Potawatomi. The new one will
hopefully include all 8,300 Potawatomi
words in our current, working dictionary.
We intend to do a soft open in March
to get feedback and make upgrades.
Then, we should have our most updated
one available by Festival 2019. Our
programmers — who have been working
tirelessly on the dictionary — also tell
me we should be able to have an app
version available by the end of 2019.

been working hard with the kids at
the CPN Child Development Center,
and we are hoping for some more
trophies to add to our trophy case.
There are many resources to learn your
language, including our online courses
at language.potawatomi.org. Please take
advantage of them, and please contact
me if you ever have any questions at
jneely@potawatomi.org, or call the
language department at 405-878-5830.

This time of year is also when we ramp
up for the University of Oklahoma’s
annual Oklahoma Native Youth
Language Fair. Our instructors have

A Local
Bank
For Your
Local
Business
Quick, convenient access to credit and loans is the lifeblood
of any business. Whether looking to expand, improve cash
flow or purchase equipment, commercial lending experts can
explain our full range of loans and products to meet your
business banking needs.

CONTACT US TODAY AND LET ONE OF OUR EXPERIENCED LENDERS GUIDE YOU THROUGH THE LOAN PROCESS.

405-275-8830

FNBOKLA.bank
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Behavioral Health offers suicide prevention training
In January, the Citizen Potawatomi
Nation Behavioral Health Department
held its first QPR suicide prevention
training for Tribal employees. QPR
stands for “question, persuade and
refer.” Licensed Professional Counselor
Rickey Whisenhunt taught the
course from the QPR Institute.
“Mental health, suicidal thoughts and
ideations is something we don’t talk
about and is a taboo,” Whisenhunt
said. “Just something as simple as
three little letters — QPR — that
stick in your brain that you can
remember to use could save a life.”
Funded through a Methamphetamine
and Suicide Prevention Initiative
grant from Indian Health Service, the
volunteer opportunity teaches attendees
how to respond to a potentially suicidal
individual. Dr. Glenna StumblingbearRiddle, CPN Behavioral Health director,
believes the training qualifies as a
valuable form of mental health first aid.
“It helps us offer more practical, effective
and evidence-based methods to help
reduce suicide in our community,” she
said. “It also equips non-behavioral
health individuals so they know how
to best respond to a crisis or to family
members, friends or colleagues who may
have suicidal thoughts or are at risk.”
By the numbers

Suicide ranks as the United States’
10th leading cause of death with
over 1.25 billion attempts in
2017, according to the American
Foundation for Suicide Prevention.

“We’re in our phones. We’re busy;
we’re busy, busy, busy. I would
say first off, we need to start
looking up,” Whisenhunt said.
“Get comfortable with asking questions.
Get comfortable with asking people
how they’re feeling. Just break your
own personal barriers to that kind
of awkward feeling, and just ask.”
Between 2000 and 2016, American
Indians were the ethnic group with
the highest suicide rate according
to the Suicide Prevention Resource
Center. Its data show an opposite age
pattern of the general population with
more Native American and Alaska
Native youth killing themselves than
those between ages 45 and 65.
“We know that suicide is on the rise in
general but also a significant problem in
Indian Country. There are not enough
behavioral health professionals to meet
the needs,” Dr. Stumblingbear-Riddle
said. “Additionally, often because of
stigma, a person may not come to the
Behavioral Health Clinic. However,
they may share with their husband or
friend, and then that person through
QPR training knows the steps to take
to help the person stay safe and alive.”
Making “Gatekeepers”

After taking the class, attendees
receive a certificate titling them
“Gatekeepers.” The first class in
January welcomed nine participants.
“It’s cut and dry. I think that that’s what
will make it easier for people and for

CPN Behavioral Health Department Licensed Professional Counselor
Rickey Whisenhunt (left) and Licensed Psychologist Shannon Beach
bring a suicide prevention methods class to Tribal employees.
us to get the word out quicker and be
able to provide the community with the
knowledge ... The primary information
— the meat and potatoes — are in
this one hour,” Whisenhunt said.
According to him, some of the essential
portions of the course include how to
question someone, both directly and
indirectly, as well as a handout with a
list of community resources for a swift
referral to professional assistance.
CPN East Clinic switchboard operator
Ida Tuttle signed up for the first
session. She took a similar course
several years ago, but the refresher
impressed upon her the need to give
people hope during her shifts.
“You might be the only person that is
nice to them the whole day because
they don’t see anybody else, or they
don’t talk to anybody else, whatever
reason. But if you can just be pleasant
and friendly — that right there
already opens the door,” she said.

“I might have eight or 10 calls just
right on top of each other, and that
eighth call has to be just as important
and just as pleasant as the first one.”
Response from CPN employees
eager to take the course grew, and
the department anticipates switching
to a semi-monthly schedule.
“If one person is helped out there,
we’ve done this, and we’ve done the
right thing,” Whisenhunt said. “I just
know that’s got to be right. So, I’m
excited. That makes me excited.”
The QPR Institute offers online training
for a one-time cost at cpn.news/
QPRonline. Find more information
about the Citizen Potawatomi Nation
Behavioral Health Department at cpn.
news/CPNBH. The National Suicide
Prevention Lifeline is available 24/7 by
phone at 1-800-273-8255 and online
at suicidepreventionlifeline.org/chat.
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Peltier descendant brings medical expertise back home
As more Citizen Potawatomi Nation
members receive degrees, the number
returning to the Nation after graduation
continues to increase. Dr. Patrick
Kennedye, member of the Peltier family,
recently joined CPN Health Services as
a primary care physician. He graduated
from the University of Oklahoma Medical
School in 2015 with the help of CPN
scholarships. After three years of residency,
he accepted a position with the Nation.

“I always joke and say my mom’s
family got to me first, so I’ve been
enrolled in CPN since I was real
little,” he said, then laughed.

When a patient goes to a specialist or
another doctor, Dr. Kennedye compiles
notes to gain a greater understanding of
the care administered outside of his office.
“I can take into account all parts
of their health because sometimes
certain treatments recommended
by specialists are in conflict with
one another,” Dr. Kennedye said.

Aspirations and advice

Dr. Kennedye’s focus includes employing
“It’s something that I have been thinking
evidence-based medicine as well as
about for a long time, as far as coming
back to work for the Tribe,” Dr. Kennedye supporting the culture around developing
scientifically-justified treatments.
said. “I was planning on being here, and
probably over two years before I actually
“For the majority of the decisions I
came, I contacted the medical director.”
make every day as a doctor, there is
not good evidence on which I can use
In Dr. Kennedye’s formative years,
to base my decisions,” he explained.
his father worked as an emergency
room physician. His time growing
When a patient walks into Dr. Kennedye’s
up around the field helped inspire
office with symptoms, he listens, asks
him to pursue a medical degree.
questions and conducts an exam. He
then develops the best course of action
“I just always have loved math and
for that individual based upon their
science,” Dr. Kennedye said. “I just
specific needs, but sometimes, he makes
thought it was really interesting, and I
these decisions without the support of
used to shadow my dad a little bit to see
data and relies on personal experience.
some of the things that he got to do.”
His father is a member of the Kiowa
Tribe of Oklahoma, and Dr. Kennedye’s
mother is Citizen Potawatomi.

“I tell my patients that I see myself as
kind of a quarterback — I want to be
in the loop on everything they do.”

Dr. Kennedye often attended Family
Reunion Festival growing up, and he
has fond memories of competing in
hand games and other activities. He
continues the tradition within his own
family. His two oldest children have
always participated in Festival, and
Dr. Kennedye plans to introduce his
newborn to the event this summer.

“There are some things that we do
have good evidence for. If we have
that evidence available, I want to be
able to use that,” he explained.
Because of this, he is inspired to
develop more evidence-based medical
treatments for a variety of illnesses.

He also attempts to have a proactive
approach by thinking ahead on
what someone may need “because so
many times, people don’t know what
medical treatments are recommended
by guidelines for them,” he added.

Peltier descendant Dr. Patrick Kennedye
now serves patients at the CPN East Clinic.
He is also dedicated to providing wellrounded medical attention, ensuring
patients receive the best advice.
“For me, success is making sure that
I can kind of wrangle all the pieces
of information because as a primary
care physician, everything is fair
game,” he said. “When they walk into
the door, they can ask me anything,
and I have to address it somehow.

He encourages fellow CPN members
to have a good primary care physician
that can follow and track their medical
history, even if they have not seen a
doctor before in their lives, “whether
that’s a nurse practitioner or a physician
assistant, someone who will follow your
care along with you and try to keep
everything up to date for you,” he said.
Dr. Kennedye currently has several
openings for new patients of all
ages. For those interested in learning
more about CPN Health Services
or to schedule an appointment,
visit cpn.news/CPNHealth.
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Navarre’s Great Lakes regional influence still stands today
In northern Indiana sits a cabin built
by South Bend’s first European settler,
Pierre Navarre. As a fur trader and
American Fur Company agent, Navarre
built relationships with area businessmen
and tribes, including the Potawatomi.

cabin, which had fallen into disrepair.
However, his descendants continued the
Navarre legacy within the Potawatomi
communities across the country.
“Our records indicate that all but
one child remained in the west. His
son Anthony was a member of the
first business committee in Kansas
in 1860,” Norton said. “He was
opposed to the 1861 Treaty and
sectioning, later resigning in 1862.”

“It is real, physical history that can be
seen and touched,” said Blake Norton,
Citizen Potawatomi Nation Cultural
Heritage Center curator. “The cabin
serves as a testament of foreign cultures
coming together to forge a new path.”
Pierre moved from Monroe, Michigan,
to present-day northern Indiana in
1820 and married Kis-naw-kwe, the
daughter of a prominent Potawatomi
headman. Kis-naw-kwe was baptized and
took the name Angelique, and Pierre
maintained their trading post out of
the cabin near the St. Joseph River.
“From this store, Pierre Navarre traded
silk ribbons and other things after
the French Revolution to the local
people. That’s why the Pokagons
always called South Bend Zenba
Odanek (Ribbon Town),” said Barbara
Ann Warren, longtime South Bend
resident. Warren’s mother was a
member of the Pokagon Band of
Potawatomi. She grew up learning
about her Navarre family’s influence.
Pierre not only held a reputation for
being a fruitful entrepreneur, but he
also signed several treaties with the
federal government, including the

The South Bend community has
come together over the last century to
ensure the cabin stands for generations
to come through renovations and
upkeep, and Pierre’s impact across
South Bend is still visible today.
“The family name ‘Navarre’ is so
honored here that we have a middle
school, an elementary school, a
pediatric office and streets named
“Some husbands went west, others were
able to stay due to their local connections after the family,” Warren said. In
fact, the University of Notre Dame
— whether business, spiritual and/
features Pierre’s grave at its entrance.
or political — and others just upped
and left,” Norton explained. “Given
She recommends visiting the cabin at its
Pierre’s time spent with the Native
current location in Leeper Park as well
communities, especially the Potawatomi
as exploring other sites across northern
and his established family and his
Indiana that hold Potawatomi history.
interactions on their behalf, I think
For more information on the
he felt like a member of the Tribe.”
Navarre cabin or to schedule a tour,
visit
historymuseumsb.org.
Shortly after arriving on the new
reservation, Angelique fell ill and passed.
Pierre returned to the Great Lakes region
by 1850, but he did not reside in the

The Navarre cabins serves as a link to the past and holds the title of the first structure
built in South Bend, Indiana. (Photo provided by St. Joseph County Public Library)
infamous 1833 Treaty of Chicago that
ceded large tracts of Potawatomi land.
“His experience and rapport built
with tribes during his time as an
agent of the American Fur Company
really helped develop the post into a
successful business,” Norton added.
Removal’s impact on the structure

As a result of treaties and federal
policies, the government removed
Angelique and other Potawatomi west
of the Mississippi River, and Pierre
followed his family to the new lands.

Home water quality and conservation
Access to clean, affordable water affects
everyone, whether provided through a
municipal line or from a groundwater
well. Citizen Potawatomi Nation
manages Pottawatomie County Rural
Water District 3 in Oklahoma, which
provides over 1,000 rural Oklahomans
with access to clean water, including
the towns of Asher, Wanette and Dale.
Since October 2008, the district’s
customer base has increased from 530
members to more than 1,200. Richard
Kunze, director of Public Works and
Utilities, said it is some of the highestquality water in the state in testing for
both purity and chemical composition.
“Rural water districts are a blessing
to all of those people because not
everybody has sufficient groundwater
or groundwater of good enough quality
to really be functional,” Kunze said.
However, ensuring future generations
have access to safe water supplies requires
everyone’s participation. Here are a few
simple rules and everyday actions to
help improve and protect the availability
of one of life’s essential substances:
• Keep grass, leaves and other organic
matter out of the sewer line. “The
(U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency) has determined that there
are chemical reactions between the
organics and chlorine that create what
are commonly called disinfection
by-products,” Kunze said. Those
include trihalomethanes (THMs)
and haloacetic acids (HAA5s), which
are possible carcinogens. Instead of
allowing debris to enter waterways,
sweep driveway contents back into the

lawn and bag leaves or utilize them as
bulking agents in compost instead.
• Take care of automobiles. Rain
often washes away leaking car
fluids, and using an automotive
galvanized drip pan while changing
oil at home contains them. Keeping
vehicles in top condition prevents
those harmful by-products from
entering water supplies. The Natural
Resources Defense Council also
suggests using a commercial car
wash that drains the dirty water into
a sewer system to treat it instead
of hosing down a car at home.
• Do not use toilet or sink as a
catchall disposal. That includes
feminine hygiene products, baby
wipes, excess household cleaning
supplies and more. The American
Water Works Association advises
wiping fats, oils and grease off
pots and pans before washing
them with a grease-fighting soap.
When considering prescription
drugs, follow the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration’s rules for
disposal at cpn.news/FDArules.
• Test and maintain water systems
and appliances. Lack of regular
maintenance can cause hot water tank
and pipe failure. Kunze encourages
testing water filtration and dispersal
systems frequently — including
faucet aerators, which often go
unchanged — as well as household
appliances as preventative measures.
• Watch water use throughout the
house. Daily actions including taking
shorter showers, running dishwashers
and laundry appliances at full loads,

and fixing dripping faucets help
“Mother Earth does a pretty good job
decrease water consumption. Thinking of filtering the water from the surface
about the limited amount of well
through the ground and into what
water available on a daily basis during reservoirs and aquifers are available. But
his adolescence, Kunze reminds others it can only handle so much,” Kunze
to turn off their faucet while brushing said. “If you send more bad water in
their teeth and shaving as well.
that direction than it can handle, then
you’re going to get contamination.”
• Participate in the community. The
EPA encourages citizens to know their
Learn more by completing the EPA’s
community’s water quality standards,
Water
Quality Standards Academy at
participate in public hearings
cpn.news/WaterAcademy. Visit the
involving the revision of those
standards, and volunteer for programs Citizen Potawatomi Nation’s Office
of Environmental Health at cpn.news/
such as the National Water Quality
cpnoeh for information on their services
Monitoring Council. Find more
information at cpn.news/EPAH2O.
regarding municipal and well water.
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Tribal Chairman - John “Rocky” Barrett
center to CPN may not
be clear to those outside
of first responder circles.
During the spring of 2013,
when Pottawatomie County
experienced several bouts of
severe weather and tornados,
radio and cell phone traffic
going in to and out of the City
of Shawnee’s 911 dispatching
center slowed to a trickle for
those users who headquartered
outside the Shawnee city limits.
Bozho nikan
(Hello, my friend),

I

n just a few months we will
celebrate another Family
Festival, but there is another
June anniversary that I would
like to mention as well. June
2019 will mark the fourth year
that CPN has underwritten
the Pottawatomie County
911 Dispatching Service, the
dispatching center of which is
located inside the CPN Tribal
Police Department. As I said
when we signed the agreement
with the Pottawatomie County
911 Trust in 2015, it impacts
first responders as far north
as the Pottawatomie County
Sheriff’s Office and the Asher
Police Department down
south, some 35 miles apart.
The circumstances that brought
the county’s 911 dispatching

Communities in danger, like
Pink, Little Axe and Bethel
Acres, faced rescue and recovery
challenges as the county’s largest
town prioritized their own first
responder’s radio calls over
those outside of Shawnee city
limits. After the emergency was
over, agencies with jurisdictions
outside of Shawnee, including
Pottawatomie County
Sheriff’s Department, Citizen
Potawatomi Nation Tribal
Police, Tecumseh Fire and Police
and numerous small-town
fire and police departments
agreed that a secondary 911
dispatching system is vital to
supplement emergency response
efforts during times of crisis.
Because much of Pottawatomie
County is CPN jurisdiction
and our Tribal police are often
the first or second on scene
to emergencies, the Tribe
sought out the best way to

keep the county 911 system
going. Pottawatomie County’s
911 Authority was failing
financially, like many around
the country that rely on taxes
from landline telephone users
and not cell phones. The
Pottawatomie County 911
Authority saw revenues decline
past operating costs as cell
phones become more prevalent.
There were some sentiments
by public officials for a unified
911-dispatching center based
in Shawnee – but this was not
a new topic. The rest of the
county favored a plan with
“operational redundancy” or in
plain language, another system
in operation besides the one in
Shawnee because of the history
of communications failures in
emergencies. Prior to 2015,
years of negotiations between
the City of Shawnee and county
911 proved fruitless because
Shawnee collected the 911 taxes.
The smaller towns could not
afford the huge fees charged to
supplement the declining taxes.
At a contentious meeting at
the Pottawatomie County
Courthouse between Shawnee
officials, the ambulance
service, county agencies, City
of Tecumseh officials, all of
the small towns, and our
Tribal officials, CPN stepped
up to the plate to resolve the

controversy. We volunteered
to keep these vital services in
existence for those fire and
police resources south of the
North Canadian River
After our donation of $500,000
in radio and equipment
upgrades, we signed a contract
in June 2015 to hire the
county’s existing 911 dispatchers
and house the dispatching
center at CPN Tribal Police
Headquarters. We even worked
with the county commissioners
to help fund a position to be
paid by a one cent county
sales tax so the county 911
executive director could keep
his job as a county employee.
Additionally, the Tribe
supplements the costs that
would otherwise be charged
to those cash strapped first
responding agencies in
Pottawatomie County, most of
them volunteer except for the
Sheriff’s Office. That means
those agencies can now put
an extra deputy sheriff or fire
fighter on staff, purchase much
needed equipment or pay for
emergency responder training
instead of paying 911 fees.

service that our members and
neighbors will benefit from.
The positive feedback we’ve
received from our sister first
responding agencies has been
overwhelmingly positive and we
are happy to provide the service
that protects and serves all
county residents, whether Native
American or not. The support
from Tecumseh Fire Chief
Aaron Williams, Tecumseh
Police Chief J.R. Kidney and
Pottawatomie County Sheriff
Mike Booth have been vital
to our continued success. We
look forward to adding more
agencies in the county to the
911 center’s dispatching services
and continued cooperation with
partner dispatching agencies
in the City of Shawnee.
As always, thank you for
the privilege of serving as
your Tribal Chairman.
Migwetch
(Thank you),
John “Rocky” Barrett
Keweoge
(He Leads Them Home)
Tribal Chairman

It was and remains the right
thing to do. We all live in the
county together and CPN
has the ability to provide the

Vice-Chairman - Linda Capps
rhymes and ditties (as we called
them during my childhood).
They are part of the storytelling
that is so prevalent in our
heritage. Storytelling was a
vital form of entertainment
passed from one generation
to the next. I have heard our
Chairman say many times,
“Record the stories that you
have in your family, so they can
be preserved for the future.”

Bozho
(Hello),

T

his time of year is usually
a time of excitement for
my family. The thought of
spring being right around the
corner is an attractive one. It
is also baseball time, which
is one of my true loves. In
addition, I can close my eyes
and see flowers growing with
their vivid colors and green
leaves. I can picture warmer
days with the bright sunshine.
When I was 16 years old, I
wrote a poem that contained
the verse, “This earth will soon
put on a show of flowery growth
and green display,” which is still
my sentiment near springtime.
Poetry allows a person to express
what is in their heart with
limited fear of criticism from
others because the concept
may not be perceived as real.
It is my belief that the
Potawatomi people love poetry,

If we do not record the stories
in some manner, they will be
lost as the family members
pass on from this earth. It
would be a shame to lose such
golden heritage of the past.
Our Tribe is soaring forth with
its own growth as the year
progresses. This busy period
holds the same excitement I
feel for the pending spring.
Our economic endeavor
with Iron Horse is finally
paying off, as manufacturing
is in the development stage
for the industrial park. The
manufacturing will bring
more than monetary benefits
for the Tribe. Along with
additional employment, it
will bring satisfaction of a
“job well done” to those who
have worked diligently to
create the groundwork for
industry to materialize. The
phrase “satisfaction of a job
well done” means something
that people of my age hold
dear. At the end of each day
in my past, the meaning of
that phrase was monumental.

An Indian Paintbrush, one of Oklahoma's soon-to-be-blooming spring flowers
It is my hope and dream our
Tribal people will continue to
adhere to the importance of that
expression. I am adopting the
expression for the future of Iron
Horse. Each day, the meaning
will be more important.
On another note, it is very
enlightening to see that we have
such interest in our upcoming
Tribal elections this summer.
I believe that the desire to
serve the Tribe definitely stems
around the love of heritage and
importance of sharing talents
that the candidates possess. The
candidates see the importance of

the progress of the Tribe. They
realize that we have made giant
steps since we owned the trailer
and two and one-half acres in
the 1970s! Although much of
our progress can be attributed to
our great leader, Chairman John
“Rocky” Barrett, most of the
credit goes to the Potawatomi
spirit that so many of you have
in your hearts and minds.
As spring comes this year, so
does growth with our entire
Tribal entity: the growth of
enrollment, determination,
self-importance, prosperity and
strength of our sovereignty,

which grows more precious
to our people each day.
Thank you for allowing me to
be the Vice-Chairman of such a
prestigious Tribe of great people.
Migwetch
(Thank you),
Linda Capps
Segenakwe
(Black Bird Woman)
Vice-Chairman
405-275-3121 work
405-650-1238 cell
lcapps@potawatomi.org
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District 1 - Roy Slavin
The full invitation is here with
this column, but if you need
to get in touch, please contact
me using the information
below in my signature.
I will close this article, as
always, with a plea for your
contact information. If you do
not get the occasional email
from me, it is because I do not
have your contact information.
Due to privacy issues, the
Nation cannot provide me
with that information. Thank
you for allowing me to serve
as your representative.

Bozho nikanek
(Hello friends),

Y

ou will notice that my
column this month still
includes the invite for the
upcoming District 1 Field
Museum Meeting on April 26,
2019. As of writing, we are full
in terms of spots, but I wanted
to create a list of people who
might wish to be on standby

if some are unable to make
it. If you would be interested,
please contact me ASAP. If you
have already confirmed your

attendance but end up having
a conflict, please do not “no
show.” Let us know so we can
get any open spots filled.

I will try to keep everyone
informed if there are
any changes, and I hope
to hear from you.

visit is Friday, May 24, 2019,
starting with lunch at 12:30
p.m. and tour at 1:30 p.m. We
haven’t reached our 20-person
tour limit yet, but you’ll want to
RSVP soon to reserve your spot.

Vietnamese New Year. There
were fireworks, dragon dances,
excited families, huge lines for
the shops and restaurants, and
red (lucky money) envelopes
being exchanged. We both
thoroughly enjoyed being
plunged into another culture
for a few hours. If you visit the
Washington, D.C. area, especially
if you like Vietnamese food,
Eden Center is a must-visit!

Roy Slavin
Netagtege (Forever Planting)
Representative, District 1
816-741-5767
888-741-5767
rslavin@potawatomi.org
rjslavin@gmail.com

District 2 - Eva Marie Carney
and food for everyone. For
directions, accessibility and
parking information, please visit
tellicochurch.com. The postcard
invitation is part of this column.

Bozho nikanek
(Hello friends),

E

arly spring: This time
of year always has me
juggling CPN citizen emails
and RSVP lists — a very
good problem to have.

Our Loudon, Tennessee, Spring
Meeting and Feast is coming
up — Saturday, March 30, from
10:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. The meeting
will include introductions and
sharing among Tribal members,
feather crafting instruction, a
business update and lunch.
There will also be a gift given to
honor our wisest, youngest and
farthest-travelled attendees as
well as our Potawatomi veterans
in attendance. Lunch and
refreshments will be provided;
children are very welcome! RSVP
to me by March 23, 2019, to
ensure we have craft supplies

Five years ago, almost to the
day, District 2 members met
in Orlando at a lovely meeting
arranged by Stella LeClaire
Hackler Malone. Stella recently
moved to Tennessee, and I’m
looking forward to seeing her
and her family members again
after all this time! One sad
note will be that Stella’s very
kind brother Marty Hackler,
who also had relocated to
Tennessee from California, will
not be with us as he walked
on in January of this year.
I’m also beginning to sort
through emails/entries
responding to the District 2
new year contest. Please don’t
forget to send in a photo of
something or someone (with
the person’s permission, of
course) that best reflects, for
you, your Potawatomi heritage
by the midnight, April 15
deadline. I’ve included the entry
provided by Gayle Malone, a
photograph of the headstone
of her third great-grandmother.
As Gayle noted in her email
forwarding it, the headstone is
particularly moving to read.
The latest National Museum of
the American Indian Archives

Maternal Wellness presentation by Enedina Banks.

Details on all these meetings,
the Family Reunion Festival
and the 2019 Potawatomi
Gathering, as well as District
2 contest details, are on my
website, under “Calendar.”
Traditional teachings
presentation: On February 10,
District 2 hosted Enedina Banks,
a Prairie Band Potawatomi
tribal member, and heard her
thoughtful presentation on
traditional teachings about
women’s health and wellness.
Igwien (heartfelt thanks)
to Enedina for sharing her
knowledge with us. I’ve included
a photo here of all the attendees.
I had the treat of spending a few
hours with her before the late
afternoon talk. We went to the
Eden Center (edencenter.com)
near my house for lunch and
found ourselves in the middle
of a joyous celebration of Tet.
Our visit coincided with the
final day of celebration of the

Listening session invitation:
The White House Office of
Intergovernmental Affairs and
the United States Domestic
Policy Council has invited tribal
leaders to a listening session
with White House officials.
Apparently, this will be the first
in a series, as the invitation states
that these listening sessions will
serve as a new platform for tribal

Mary Iron Cedar headstone.

leaders to engage directly with
the White House, identify key
issues effecting tribal nations,
and provide a foundation
for future collaboration. I
will be attending and report
back in my next column.
Please don’t be put off by
the distance between us;
let’s connect: Building our
CPN community in District 2
continues to be my top priority
as your legislator. Write, call or
email me. If you leave a message
on my phone line, please say
your name and provide your
phone number slowly and
clearly — I have some messages
that I can’t quite make out, and
I am sorry if you haven’t heard
back from me but that is why.
Bama pi
(Until later),
Eva Marie Carney
Ojindiskwe (Blue Bird Woman)
Representative, District 2
2200 N. George Mason
Drive #7307
Arlington, VA 22207
866-961-6988 toll-free
ecarney@potawatomi.org
evamariecarney.com
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District 3 - Bob Whistler

Bozho jayek
(Hello everyone),
PLP

T

is being issued to replace your
Social Security card number
for Medicare use. Your regular
Social Security card consists
of 9 numbers. It would look
something like this: 999-999999. The new Medicare card
to be used starting this year for
medical and hospital expenses
would be a combination of alpha
and numeric combinations
and should look something
like this: 9XX9-XX9-XX99.
By now, almost everyone
eligible for Medicare has
received his or her new card.
I warned you in my article
that you need to be wary of
someone contacting you trying
to get that new alphanumeric
number in order to use your
ID to make fraudulent claims
with Medicare. Well, let me
brief you now on a current ruse.

he application for this year’s
Potawatomi Leadership
Program closes on March 15. It
is for students with a 3.0 grade
point average between the
ages of 18 and 20 who have
You will get a call with someone
not attended more than one
saying something like this:
year of college. The program
“Hello,
this is Mr. Spence with
brings about 10 students to
Social
Security
Administration
Shawnee for a six-week, in-depth
calling
to
advise
you that the
introduction into the internal
crime
and
fraudulent
department
workings of the Nation. More
has
alerted
us
to
the
fact
that
information is available at plp.
there
is
a
reported
use
of
your
potawatomi.org. This is a great
Social
Security
number.
Please
program, and I urge all eligible
young CPN members to consider call us at 214-483-1571.”
applying for consideration for
As a reminder, all contacts
acceptance into the program. All
from the federal government
past participants I have spoken
— whether it be the Social
to or heard from have said how
Security Office or the Internal
rewarding their experience
Revenue Service — will always
was, and they have formed
be in writing. They do not call
on-going friendships with the
you! The number I just listed
other members of the group
is the one they ask you to
that they shared the experience
call in the Dallas/Fort Worth
with. So, please look into it.
area. No doubt other phone
numbers will be used since they
Social Security numbers
are saying they are the local
office. Should you receive one
Last May, my article advised
of a new Medicare card that
of these calls, please go onto

the internet and report it to the
Inspector General group with the
Social Security Administration.
Their direct link is oig.ssa.gov.
Click on the “Report Fraud,
Waste, or Abuse” tab, and
give them the information
as well as the phone number
that you were asked to call.
Do not call the initial number!
All they are trying to do is
to get you to give them your
new number and personal
information. Alerting the
Office of the Inspector
General of the Social Security
Administration will hopefully
allow the government to arrest
these folks trying to take
advantage of many elders.
Measles

Currently on the West Coast,
mainly in the Washington state
area, there is a serious increase
in this disease, which was all but
eradicated in the U.S. over 50
years ago through use of vaccines.
Unfortunately, due to a lengthy
report by a British physician
who wrongfully claimed that
vaccinations potentially caused
autism to develop, many parents
stopped having their children
vaccinated. Until now, having
fewer children vaccinated for
measles hasn’t been a major
issue. However, you do need
to think about having your
child vaccinated or not for this
disease. It is still your choice.
In reading about this disease, it
is passed very easily by those
with the disease. All they need
do is sneeze, and the germs
they generate stay in the air
for over 30 minutes. Yes, 30
minutes. My real concern at

the moment is that although
we have this outbreak in
Washington, we also need to be
alert to the fact that we do have
a recent surge of immigrants
coming into the United States.
I am not saying they bring
disease, but please remember
that when the Europeans
came to this country, many of
our ancestors died because of
smallpox and other diseases.
Historically, our ancestors
who initially resided here had
different blood types than the
immigrants from Europe who
were immune from the diseases
they carried. We need to be alert
for any outbreak of diseases
we basically have overcome in
the past and ensure everyone
here gets the vaccines needed.
Legislative candidates

This year we are having elections
for three of the legislative
positions in Oklahoma. In
District 3, we will only be
voting on the budget items.
We are not eligible to vote for
the Oklahoma representative
candidates who serve at
large. Hopefully, there will
be meetings in Oklahoma
where those CPN members
have an opportunity to meet
the candidates. I do hope
that many questions will be
asked on what a particular
individual will bring to the
Nation. While change may take
place, we do need members
that bring value, experience and
knowledge to the legislature.
So, if you have a relative living
in Oklahoma, please be sure
they go to any meetings and
then vote. One of the greatest
challenges in our annual vote
is the lack of participation.

Some of this is because the
Nation lacks your current address.
If you have recently moved,
please contact CPN Tribal Rolls
and provide them your current
address. Ask to be sure that you
are on both the Hownikan mail
list and the voter registration
list. More information on how
to update your information
and contact tribal rolls is
here: cpn.news/tribalrolls.
For those of you wanting to
know when we will hold a
District 3 meeting, it will
most likely be around May
or after the summer. I am
looking for help in the southern
part of Texas for a meeting
location. So, please contact
me with your information.
I do want to thank you again
for the honor of serving as
your elected representative.
Please contact me if there
is any area I can help with
regarding our Nation.
Bama mine
(Until later),
Bob Whistler
Bmashi (He Soars)
Representative, District 3
112 Bedford Road, Suite 116
Bedford, TX 76022
817-282-0868 office
817-229-6271 cell
817-545-1507 home
rwhistler@potawatomi.org
cpn3legislator@yahoo.com

District 4 - Jon Boursaw
lunch at 1 p.m. Further
details for this meeting will
be in the April Hownikan.
CPN Family
Reunion Festival:

2019 Festival will be held near
Shawnee, Oklahoma, on June
28, 29 and 30. This year’s
honored families include the
Johnson, Lafromboise, LaReau,
LeClaire, Melott, Rhodd, Tescier,
Weld and Young families.
Bozho
(Hello),
District 4 meetings are
now on the calendar:

Saturday, June 1 at 10 a.m. at
the CPN Community Center
in Rossville. This will be a
joint meeting with District
1. I will be co-hosting this
meeting with Roy Slavin, the
District 1 representative. Further
details for this meeting will
be in the April Hownikan.
Sunday, June 2 at 1 p.m. in
the Mid-America All-Indian
Center located at 650 N.
Seneca St. in Wichita. We
will start the meeting with

2019 Potawatomi
Leadership Program:

Applications are now being accepted for the 2019 Potawatomi
Leadership Program. The deadline for submission of applications is 5 p.m. CST, March 15,
2019. The six-week Potawatomi
Leadership Program brings a
group of eight to 10 promising
young Tribal members from
around the world to Shawnee
to learn about the government, culture, and economic
development of the Citizen
Potawatomi Nation. If you want
to learn more about the Tribe's
leadership program for college-aged Potawatomi, visit plp.
potawatomi.org for more infor-

mation and the online application, or contact me for assistance.
Summer school
scholarships applications:

The opening date for submitting
CPN scholarship applications
for the 2019 summer school
session to the CPN Department
of Education is March 15.
For more information, go
to portal.potawatomi.org
March elders
potluck in Rossville:

The March elders potluck will
be held on Friday, March 9, at
noon in the CPN Community
Center in Rossville. I’ve heard
that Tracy and Pam plan to
prepare corned beef and cabbage
in recognition of St. Patrick’s
Day for the main course. The
Senior Support Network staff
has asked that you RSVP if you
plan on attending. Their number
is 785-584-6171. You are asked
to bring a side dish or desert.
LIHEAP application
period is now open:

The Low-Income Energy
Assistance Program is a federally
funded program that helps

eligible households pay a portion
of their home energy costs by
providing a one-time per year
benefit. LIEAP applications
for residents of Kansas are
now being accepted through
March 29, 2019. To learn
more about LIEAP eligibility
requirements or complete an
application online, visit the
Kansas Department for Children
and Families website, dcf.ks.gov,
or call their Customer Service
Center at 1-833-765-2003.
Answers to last
month’s questions:

11. Sugar Creek Reservation,
Lynn County, Kansas.
12. The Catholic nun who
served the Potawatomi at
Sugar Creek. Her Indian
name was Kwa-KahKum-ad, Potawatomi
for “Woman Who Prays
Always.” She is one of
only 12 in North America
who have been canonized
by the Catholic Church
and the first for service
west of the Mississippi.
13. Osawatomie is derived from
Osage and Potawatomi.

14. Uniontown was a major
trading post and commerce
center on the Oregon Trail
located near the Kansas
River just east of presentday Willard. Uniontown,
which had approximately
60 structures, was burned
to the ground in 1849 to
rid itself of cholera and then
rebuilt a short time later only
to be abandoned in 1856.
15. The Potawatomi Baptist
Mission is located on the
grounds of the Kansas State
History Museum in Topeka.
As always, it is my pleasure
to serve as your legislative
representative.
Migwetch
(Thank you),
Jon Boursaw,
Wetase Mkoh (Brave Bear)
Representative, District 4
785-861-7272 office
785-608-1982 cell
2007 SW Gage Blvd.
Topeka, KS 66604
jon.boursaw@potawatomi.org
Office hours:
9-11 a.m. Tuesdays
3-5 p.m. Thursdays
Other times: please call
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District 5 - Gene Lambert
registered anytime to avoid extra
paperwork when you are in need.
Medical care is expensive in any
language, so utilize the services
available when you need help.
IHS clinics of all kinds are
there for you. You need not
be embarrassed or concerned.
They are there to help.

Bozho nich Bodewadmik
(Hello, my fellow Potawatomi),

E

very year, March marks
the beginning of spring
across the good ole U-Sof-A, and mnokme means
"spring" in our language.
This season always means
new beginnings and a fresh
start as the year moves
on. The beginning of
whatever you want it to be.
Kokopelli is alive and well.
For many though, this last
year has been one of dental
issues, flu bugs and the need for
medical care. It has been unlike
anything I have seen in 20 years.
I believe it is because of the
crazy weather everywhere and
the rising costs of medical care.
Therefore, I think it is extremely
important to have this article be
about what health care services
are available as a member of
the Citizen Potawatomi Nation,
regardless of where you live.
I have been talking in all
the regional meetings about
the importance of your
Tribal identification card.
Tribal members have the right
to any Indian Health Service
center, be it clinical, dental or
mental health assistance, so long
as you present your CPN ID
card at the clinic. You can get

Most of us cannot afford the
direct costs of medical care
unless you have insurance. I
went to the Indian Medical
Clinic and used my insurance.
My thinking was they could
use a paying patient like me
that might assist others who
did not have insurance.
These statistics have lessened
over the years with the
opportunity for education and
financial focus on health issues.
However, we still rate the highest
in poor health care outcomes.
If you do not live in
Oklahoma, you must ask
yourself, “What can I do?”
There is a lot of information
online to help you, even if you
are outside of Oklahoma. The
best resource is the Indian
Health Service clinic finder at
ihs.gov/findhealthcare. You
can search all the clinics and
services available to you in
your home state by putting in
your address or by clicking on
their interactive map. If you
forget that link above, just
remember to use an online
search engine and include the
phrase “Indian Health Service
find a clinic.” It will almost
always be the top result.
Once you find one on that
website, you need to call ahead
and ask questions regarding
your special needs at the time.
They will let you know what
they handle or refer you to
someone who can help. Just
ask, “If you do not handle
my needs, who does?”

If you live in a state with
other tribes, call them to find
out. CPN Health Services
regularly receives calls from
non-Potawatomi asking the very
same questions. The excellent
staff always works to help
people find the medical care
they need, even if they cannot
utilize our clinics. I imagine
the very same spirit exists in
other tribal nations across the
country. Believe me, you will
be surprised to find how many
want to help your situation.
There seems to be a huge
variation state to state regarding
IHS services provided. I have
had people in California make
appointments in Arizona
with the Indian Hospital, as
they might provide services
not available there or vice
versa. One particular case was
a hearing issue. Gas, time
and a hotel room might be
much more affordable.
We are aware now about the
importance of proper sleep
habits, diet and exercise. More
and more, we know and are
embracing new habits to
promote good health. If you

like to run, walk or bicycle, it
makes no difference as long
as it is in sync with your body
type and age group. Please
do check with your doctor.
Our bad food habits and lack
of our traditional food intake
happened from the outside in
with commodities provided
by a government that did not
understand the necessity of a
well-balanced diet for anyone,
much less Native people. We
know today. Yet, still knowing
isn’t enough. If you are like me,
you still want those cakes, pies
and cookies because we have
developed a taste for them.
Bad, bad, bad.
I just can’t seem to have enough
willpower to say no sometimes.
We can cut back on health needs
and requirements if we take care
of ourselves. If you can’t say no
to the old, bad habits, at least
cut back as much as you can.
Worst of all is feeling guilty when
you can’t. Just acknowledge, go
forward to another day, and
do better. Eventually, you will
get there if you want to. I am
working on this myself right now.

We want you healthy and happy,
so take care of you. You are no
good to anyone if you aren’t well.
In order to assist those in
District 5, I’ve been doing some
research on clinics and IHS
services available in the states
here. If you have questions
about those in a particular
state in District 5, reach out
to me, and I will send you
the information that I have.
On another note, it is time
for our Arizona meeting! I’ve
attached the invite to this
column, and we’ve mailed them
to all Arizona residents. You
don’t need to be in Arizona
or even District 5 to come. If
you’re in town and Potawatomi,
please join us. We have only
one day a year to gather
locally and connect with our
people. Make it an important
day for you and your family.
You will be receiving
your invitations soon!
Eunice Imogene Lambert
Butterfly Woman
Representative, District 5
480-228-6569
euniceilambert@gmail.com

District 8 - Dave Carney
now. This year, the dates of the
Festival are June 28-30. This
year’s honored families are
Johnson, Lafromboise, LaReau,
LeClaire, Melott, Rhood
Tescier, Weld and Young.

Bozho nikan
(Hello friend),
With a foot of snow on the
ground here in Olympia, it’s
difficult to start thinking about,
let alone planning, your trip to
the Family Festival in June, but
that’s exactly what you should
be doing. Imagine temperatures
close to, and sometimes
exceeding, 100 degrees! That
sounds pretty good about

In addition to culture,
competitions, dancing and
comradery, the Nation votes
on legistalive positions and
budget. Voting takes place
in person and, of course, by
absentee ballot for District
8 members. The legislative
positions being decided this year
are all in Oklahoma and can
only be voted on by members
residing there. However, all
Tribal members across the
country are eligible to vote on
the budget, so please do so and
participate in your democracy.
One of the things I enjoy the
most about a pilgrimage to the
Nation is seeing the tangible
and physical progress that the
CPN is achieving in the form

of new or upgraded buildings
to house our people (like
senior housing), our various
enterprises, our services such
as the health clinics, and our
culture in the newly revamped
Cultural Heritage Center. The
Director of the CHC, Dr. Kelli
Mosteller, and her staff have
done an absolutely amazing job
of creating a fresh and engaging
experience for members to learn
about our traditions, history
and our place in the world. It’s
not another museum — it is an
experience that you will walk
away from enriched. Plan to
spend some quiet time there
learning about what makes
you Citizen Potawatomi.
Being a “foody” of sorts, I
appreciate the restaurant options
that have been developed by
the Nation in the last few years.
Among these, my favorites
are Soto Sushi Restaurant,
FireLake Fry Bread Taco and
Flame Brazilian Steakhouse.

It’s hard to believe the variety
of options that are available.
Several District 8 members
are planning to attend the
Festival for the first time or the
first time in a long time. One
question that arises is what
is appropriate dress for the
dancing on Saturday night. The
idea is to wear respectful clothes
because we are honoring our
Tribal members that have come
before us. This means no shorts,
no open toe shoes (like flip
flops), and no bare arms. Ideally,
woman would wear regalia or a
dress or skirt of some kind and a
shawl. Men would wear regalia
or long pants and a ribbon shirt.
There are many opportunities
prior to the Saturday night
dance to either buy or make a
piece of regalia that can be worn
and enjoyed for years to come.
I look forward to visiting with
members in District 8 this year.
I hope that all eligible members

of your household are enrolled
in our Tribe. If you have been
putting it off, please don’t. Please
go to potawatomi.org/services/
citizenship to begin the process
of enrollment. Our current
enrollment stands around 34,255
as of the close of 2018. When
I send out an invitation to an
event in the district, I almost
always say, “Come be a part of
your Tribe.” I encourage you
to participate when you can.
As always, it is my pleasure
to represent you. Please
feel free to contact me at
dcarney@potawatomi.org.
Migwetch
(Thank you),
Dave Carney
Kagasghi (Raven)
Representative, District 8
520 Lilly Road, Building 1
Olympia, WA 98506
360-259-4027
dcarney@potawatomi.org
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District 9 - Paul Wesselhöft
Lisa Billy, my good friend,
has been appointed secretary
of Native American Affairs
for Oklahoma by the Stitt
Administration. The cabinet
position will have to be
confirmed by the Senate.

Aho
(Greetings),

I served with Lisa in the
Oklahoma Legislature from
2004 to 2016. Together
with Shane Jett, now CEO
of our Citizen Potawatomi
Community Development
Corporation, we formed the
Native American Caucus. The
caucus brought many tribal
leaders, including Chairman

“Rocky” Barrett, to the capitol
to address representatives and
senators on concerns relating to
Native Americans throughout
Oklahoma and the nation.
We have a voice in the Stitt
administration. Lisa was
and is a dedicated servant of
Oklahomans. She will make a
significant contribution toward
Native Americans and the state.
Governor Stitt acknowledged this
contribution in his appointment.
“Lisa has been a consistent
and faithful representative
for the people of Oklahoma,

from her time serving in the
Oklahoma Legislature to her
role today in the Chickasaw
Nation Legislature,” Governor
Stitt said. “She will bring her
hard-work ethic and wealth of
experience to the table in order
to serve as an advisor to my
administration and help foster
strong partnerships between
our tribal governments and
the State of Oklahoma.”

In closing, I want to thank you
again for the opportunity to
serve you and our Nation. It is
and has always been a privilege.
Migwetch
(Thank you),
Paul Wesselhöft
Naganit (Leader)
Representative, District 9
pwesselhoft@potawatomi.org

Billy is currently a member
of the Chickasaw Nation
Legislature and can be seen
on TV ads, which give brief
histories of the tribal nation.

District 10 - David Barrett
1. To increase
member attendance
and participation
2. To provide a meal
at each meeting
3. To encourage member
fellowship and
strengthening relationships
with each other
4. To maintain a booth in
the arena at the Family
Reunion Festival
Bozho
(Hello),

5. To hold a flag retirement
ceremony during Festival

T

6. To offer color guard
and honor guard
services in the area

his is information for our
membership who may
not know about our CPN
Veterans Organization.

In the beginning, there was not
a Veterans Organization for the
Citizen Potawatomi Nation.
However, the thought was
conceived when Terry Peltier
was talking with Jon Boursaw
in the latter part of 2006 about
the idea of having a fellowship
of veterans to come together
for coffee, donuts and cookies.
This did occur for a few months
before the beginning of the
CPN Veterans Organization was
ushered in at the “open house
meeting” held on Jan. 25, 2007,
at the Cultural Heritage Center.
The second meeting was
held Feb. 27, 2007, and was
attended by 17 veterans. At this
meeting, the date was set to
have election of officers during
the next meeting on March 27,
2007. The following officers
were elected: President, Troy
Graham; Vice President, Keith
Cagle; Secretary/Treasurer, Joe
David Melott; and Public
Information, Keith Cagle.
I’m not a historian, but I
wanted to recreate the history
of our organization. What was
and still is the agenda for the
CPN Veterans Organization:

Like most organizations, we
needed a simple structure to
have some conformity. The
veteran members came together
to form the bylaws. Over a
period of several meetings
with three voice votes, drafted
copies of the bylaws version
A and version B were mailed
out to the membership to
vote. Version A of the bylaws
was adopted unofficially June
9, 2009, until there was a
unanimous vote in March
23, 2010. As you know, there
have been five amendments to
our bylaws for improvement,
clarity or necessity.
Some of the amendments
included: changing the dues
to correspond with Festival;
exempting active duty and
active reserve Tribal members
from annual dues; granting all
CPN WWII veterans lifetime
membership without dues;
setting the quorum for any
organization membership
meeting at six active members
on the roster with voting
rights; and allowing veteran
spouses of enrolled Tribal
members to become regular
members of the CPN.

Our veterans who have
served or are still serving
from 2007 to current:
Daryl Talbot — Current
Commander, 6 years;
Vice Commander, 1 year
Derek Skaggs — Current
Vice Commander, 1 year
Bill Wano — Current
Secretary, 10 years
David Barrett — Current
Treasurer, 9 Years
Herb Holton — Current
Team Leader, 9 years;
Secretary/Treasurer, 3 years
Keith Cagle — Commander,
3 years; Vice
Commander, 1 year
Michael Able — Commander,
1 year; Vice
Commander, 1 year
Joe David Melott —
Commander, 1 year;
Secretary/Treasurer, 2 years
Troy Graham —
Commander, 1 year
Clyde Yates — Vice
Commander, 5 years
Alan Kelly — Team
Leader, 2 years
The color guard debuted the
new vest and patches during
Grand Entry at the Festival held
on June 30, 2007. After talking
with Jon Boursaw, his comments
were this: “Blue and red colors
were originally proposed by
Michael Kennedy and approved
by the membership. The red is
on the left over the heart, and
the maple leaf was to signify
origin roots as a Woodlands
Tribe. The final design was
created by Nathan McKay from
a draft, and Peggy Kinder made
the first issue of the color guard’s
vests. We have been wearing
these vests ever since for the
color guard. However, we wear
black long-sleeved ribbon shirts

with Potawatomi medicine
wheel colors, plus adding blue
to complete red, white and blue
for the United States flag. The
ribbons that are on the black
ribbon shirt wrap around the
body of the shirt and stream
down the shirt midway down
in groups of five ribbons. The
black ribbon shirts are worn by
our honor guard for funerals.
The color guard has always been
active; however, in the last five
to six years, we have reached
out to our state, to our fellow
tribes and to other entities in
over 90 different activities that
was requested for us. Visibility
of our color guard allows our
veterans to show our patriotism
and our pride of representing
our Potawatomi heritage.
Our Kansas veterans, led
by Jon Boursaw, have been
performing colors for their
state and accompanying the
Prairie Band at different events.
There is a difference in the Tribal
veteran color guard and the
CPN Veterans Organization
color guard in that the Chairman
selects the veterans to represent
the Nation at Festivals and
Gatherings to carry the eagle
staff, the American flag and
the Tribal flag. They are also
veterans of our organization.
Our CPN Veterans Organization
has been fortunate in the
past to honor our WWII
veterans, our Koreans veterans
and our Vietnam veterans by
having a banquet to show our
appreciation for them. This
could not have taken place
without the great support of
our veterans by our Nation’s
contributions, facilities and
support. Also, the great
support received from the
vendor’s contributions through
FireLake Discount Foods.
Let me leave you with a few
comments written by Denis
Edward O’Brien, USMC,

on "What is a Veteran." I
only took a few comments:
“Some veterans bear visible
signs of their service:
A missing limb, a jagged scar,
a certain look in the eye.
Other may carry the evidence
inside them: a pin holding
a bone together, a piece of
shrapnel in the leg — or
perhaps another sort of inner
steel; the soul’s ally forged
in the refinery of adversity.
Except in parades, however,
the men and women who
have kept America safe wear
no badge or emblem. ...
He is an ordinary and yet an
extraordinary human being, a
person who offered some of his
life’s vital years in the service of
his country, and who sacrificed
his ambitions so others would
not have to sacrifice theirs. ...
So remember, each time you
see someone who has served
our country, just lean over and
say, ‘Thank you.’ That’s all
most people need, and in most
cases, it will mean more than
any medals they could have
been awarded or were awarded.
Two little words that mean
a lot: ‘THANK YOU.’”
It goes without saying, thank
you for allowing me to represent
you and our great Nation.
Migwetch
(Thank you),
David Barrett
Mnedobe (Sits with Spirit)
Representative, District 10
1601 S. Gordon Cooper Dr.
Shawnee, OK 74801
405-275-3121
dbarrett@potawatomi.org
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District 13 - Bobbi Bowden
big shout out to District 2
Representative Eva Marie
Carney as the founder
of the Kwek Society.
Representative Carney saw
a need and took action.
The Kwek Society was established
last year to provide first period
kits and other menstrual
materials like pads, tampons
and underwear (things some of
us take for granted) to Native
American girls and young
women without ready access
to these expensive supplies.

Bozho nikan
(Hello friend),

Unfortunately, some young
Native American Women skip
school each month because they

I

would like to take this
opportunity and give a

cannot afford and do not have
access to the supplies they need.
At this time, the Kwek Society
(Kwe'k means "women" in
Potawatomi) is providing
these products to schools
in New Mexico, Oklahoma
and South Dakota.
In case you missed the coverage
in January’s Hownikan, here is
some of the information shared
in that article and ways you can
donate. The article is online
here: cpn.news/kweksociety.
You can find out more about
the Kwek Society by visiting
kweksociety.org. Follow them

gratefully accepts requests
for assistance hosting local
menstrual hygiene product drives
anywhere in North America.

at facebook.com/KwekSociety
and on Twitter @KwekSociety.
The organization accepts
donations through their website
and their GuideStar page at
cpn.news/KwekGuideStar.
AmazonSmile customers can
designate the Kwek Society
their charity of choice and
donate .5 percent of eligible
purchases to the organization.
Representative Carney also

Let’s continue to lift our young
women up and insure “being a
girl” doesn’t interfere with their
education. Representative Carney,
gde-pitenmen (I value you)!
Wishing you all health,
success and wellness!
It is an honor and a pleasure to
serve you and our great Nation.
Bobbi Bowden
Peshknokwe
Representative, District 13
bbowden@potawatomi.org

Want dentures?
Get dentures.
$2,000 toward dental services
with UnitedHealthcare Dual Complete®.

See why Oklahomans love our benefits.
Call us at 1-844-754-4324, TTY 711.
Plans are insured through UnitedHealthcare Insurance Company or one of its affiliated companies, a Medicare Advantage organization with a Medicare contract and a contract with the State Medicaid
program. Enrollment in the plan depends on the plan’s contract renewal with Medicare. This plan is available to anyone who has both Medical Assistance from the State and Medicare. This information is not
a complete description of benefits. Contact the plan for more information. Limitations, copayments, and restrictions may apply. Benefits, premium and/or copayments/coinsurance may change on January
1 of each year. You must continue to pay your Medicare Part B premium, if not otherwise paid for under Medicaid or by another third party. Premiums, copays, coinsurance, and deductibles may vary based
on the level of Extra Help you receive. Please contact the plan for further details.
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Leroy Helcel

WALKING ON
southwest Arkansas. A joy of his life
was coaching his sons and their friends
in Little League and the Babe Ruth
League, which won the Arkansas State
Championship in the early '60s. Leroy
had many pastimes he enjoyed, being
an expert marble game player, attending
Potawatomi Indian powwows in
Shawnee, Oklahoma, (being one-eighth
Potawatomi on his father’s side) and
being able to repair anything mechanical.
In August 2013, after many years of
prayer by his surviving wife, DoraLena,
Leroy was baptized at First Assembly,
West Memphis Arkansas and continued
his membership until his death.
Any memorials can be sent
to First Assembly Church in
West Memphis Arkansas.

Gary Ray Hopcus, Sr.
Leroy Helcel, age 92, died suddenly
on Thursday, Nov. 1, 2018. He was
preceded in death by his parents,
William and Lillian; three brothers,
Steve, Marvin and Wesley; and two
sisters, Mary Kee and Rosa Lee Ruffinen.
He is survived by his wife, DoraLena;
two sons, Jerry Blansett (Carol) and
Randy Helcel (Celeste); grandsons
David and Josh; granddaughter, Haley
Brown; and five great-grandchildren.
Services were held on Monday, Nov.
5 at Roller-Citizen’s funeral home in
West Memphis, Arkansas, with burial at
Crittenden Memorial Park Cemetery in
Marion, Arkansas.
Leroy was born Sept. 20, 1926, in
Yantis, Texas, son of William and Lillian
Helcel, and grew up around Marked
Tree, Arkansas. He spent his early years
as an itinerant farm worker during the
Depression years, where he learned to
appreciate hard work, the importance
of saving and never letting anything go
to waste. During WWII, he served his
country on a destroyer, having been
involved in maneuvers in the Gulf prior
to the war ending before his deployment.
Following the war, Leroy was married to
DoraLena Rowland on Dec. 25, 1949,
in Harrisburg, Arkansas.
He earned his first-class steam and
refrigeration engineering license
through Armour Meat company in the
early '50s and worked at Armour for
approximately 30 years, until it’s closing.
He then worked for the University of
Tennessee Hospital in a similar position
for approximately 10 years.
Hunting and fishing with his sons,
grandsons, nephews and buddies
were special times, especially at
the “Chidister Hilton” deer-camp in

Submitting
obituaries
To submit an obituary, please
send a word document with
no more than 300 words, a
300dpi photo and a contact
phone number to
hownikan@potawatomi.org

from the Postal Service. Gary was a
gentle man who taught many valuable
life lessons to his sons. His empathetic
nature was always evident, as he always
put others before himself. He was not
only affectionate toward his family
and others but also toward his beloved
pets. Gary was a loving father who
was also very active in his sons' lives.
For over a 15 year period, he coached
various youth sports teams his sons
played on and was a role model for not
only his children but for the kids he
coached. Gary was also a member of
the Citizen Potawatomi Nation. He
was a devoted family man who was the
best son, father, grandfather, brother
and husband anyone could ask for.
Gary is survived by his mother Evelyn
Hopcus, his wife Jayme of the home,
his brother Ed Hopcus and wife Duan,
son Gary Jr. and wife Melissa, son
Curtis and wife Kristi, son Cory and
wife Leya, and grandchildren Marissa,
Jasmine, Jacob and Caden. He is also
survived by his nephew Chris as well
as many aunts, uncles and cousins.
Gary was preceded in death by
his father Edmund Hopcus.

Zula Jolly

Zula Jolly worked for American
Airlines for 30 plus years. She was
admired and loved by everyone she
met. Zula was preceded in death by
her brothers, James M. and Charles
A. Gardom, and her husband, Aaron
Jolly. She is survived by her sister,
Hester Brunt; and brothers, Paul E.
Gardom and Joseph Wayne Gardom.

Funeral service for Gary Ray Hopcus,
Sr. was held Monday, Dec. 3, 2018,
in the Becker-Rabon Funeral Home
Chapel with Rev. Mike Teel, pastor of
Cameron Baptist Church, officiated.
The family greeted friends on Sunday
evening at the funeral home.
Gary Ray Hopcus, Sr., 59, of
Burkburnett, Texas, passed away
Wednesday, Nov. 28, 2018, in
Burkbarnett, Texas. He was born Dec.
5, 1958, at Paso Robles War Memorial
District Hospital in Paso Robles,
California, to Evelyn Rae (Moore) and
Edmund Robert Hopcus. Gary was
raised in Lawton where he graduated
from Eisenhower High School in 1978.
On Oct. 7, 1978, Gary began his career
with the United States Postal Service.
During his 33 years of federal service,
he was employed as a clerk, a supervisor
and the plant manager of Wichita Falls,
Texas. On Aug. 16, 2011, he retired

CPN burial assistance through Tribal Rolls
The $2,000 CPN Burial Assistance Fund is automatically available to all enrolled CPN members. You may fill out
a burial assistance fund form if you would like for us to keep it on file in case of any change in resolutions.
Please note: Once a CPN tribal member has passed, the Tribal Rolls office must be notified in order for CPN to
provide burial funding. Information and instructions for the burial process will be sent to the next of kin and will
be discussed then.
For more information, please call Tribal Rolls at 405-878-5835 or email cclark@potawatomi.org.

